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Abstract
This bibliography records books about the Java Programming Language and related software.

Title word cross-reference

#55 [Och09a]. #56 [Och09b]. #57 [Och09c]. #58 [Och09d].

1 [Lia03b]. $14.95
[Ano03w, Bal03c, Ano03b], 2 [BDRV01, BBGP01, MD00, MCLC02, Tre03].
$29.95 [Ano00b]. 3 [Ano01n, Ano02m, Bar00c, BE02, CWWS03, CN03a, Che03a, CF02, CE01, FMA02, GV05, GP05, Hit03, HJF06, JHSL03, MD00, Nik03, PFJ05, Sci09, SQG’05, WBS01, WWSL02, Yah01]. $34.95
[Ano00c]. $39.99 [Kuc06]. $52.50 [Ano01a]. $74.99 [Mil08]. $75.00 [Cha05a]. $79.95 [Az06]. $83.95 [Ano04c]. $99 [Kro00a]. (∗) [LS04a]. TM [Bla03, Cza00, IKY+00b, IKY+00a, MZB00, QGC00, Win02, vdPE02]. G [CILH01]. › [Rum01]. k [dCG’02]. ≪ [Rum01]. m [BO09]. CI(4,1) [Hit03]. mc [BO09]. µ [vdPE02]. µνπλυ[Lik04]. N [Rol08b]. Ω [BO09].

- [GL08, Ste08b]. -D [MCLC02]. -Machine [CILH01]. -pure [Ano03-32]. -Queens [Rol08b]. -space [dCG’02]. -valued [Yah01]. -Wire [Lia03b].

.INI [Mey03]. .NET
[Cha05a, SKS08, Ano02r, Ano05e, Apr05, Bar03c, BHW05, Bri05, Bro09, FLMS06, GS05a, HF06, HJR+03, LN04, LAT04, Lut03b, Lyk02, Men03, SM04b, Stu07, Way03, Zhu04, Ano04o, DHR+01, Kil03b]. N.E.T-O-Java [Apr05].

/ [IEE03a]. /Java [Och09c, Och09d, Och09a, Kum04, Kum05]. /MOM [DJLT01].

0 [Bal03c, Cha05a]. 0-262-69276-7 [Bal03c]. 0-521-52583-7 [Cha05a]. 0-7506-6496-7 [Dud06]. '01 [Ano00a, Ano01b, Ano01f, USE01c, USE01b]. '02 [USE02]. '05 [ACM05, Chr05].

1 [AF03, Ano03-32, CCC+04, Kuc06, She03]. 1-2-3 [Ano00a]. 1-59059-503-3 [Kuc06].

1-85233-704-4 [CG01]. 1.4 [WMC04]. 1.5 [Ano03-37, Ano04p, S.04a, KHH01, Lan04, S.04b]. 10 [Ano03-37]. 10-Gigabit [Ano03-37]. 10.4-4 [YMP+05]. 100 [Mar01b]. 10G [Ano04-29, KM07]. 13 [Cow01]. 19005-1 [ISO05]. 10g [Ano05i, Ano05j]. 1st [Ano01b, Mil08].

2 [Ano00e, Ano01l, Ano05i, Aus00, Ber00a, BC01, Bir01, BS00a, BH03, CI03a, CI01, DS00a, DDS02, DDO2a, Gab07, Gig00, Goo03b, HS00a, Haw02, HC01a, HC02, HC03, JRN00, KTO0, KCF01, Kmo01b, Lad01, LG00a, Lit00, LRO02, Lut00, RTVH01, SC01a, SO00, Sch01, Sha00b, Swa01b, WCS00, WN01, vdL02]. 2.0 [Ano00m, Ano00n, GAG06, KL07, NPRC01, Ra02, Sch03b, Tlu02, Wal03c, WMM04].

'2000 [ACM00b, ACM00a, Ano00n, GHM+01, Kro00a, Kro00b]. '2001 [ACM01d, ACM01b, Ano01d, Pap05]. '2001/PERFORMANCE [ACM01d].

2002 [GAR03]. 2002-21-0002 [San02b]. 2003 [ACM03b]. 2004 [ACM04, SBH+04]. 2004Q2 [Ano04-35]. 2005 [Car06, ISO05, Won05]. 2007 [SM07]. 2008 [LL08a]. 21 [AJ01b]. 25th [SBH+04]. 27.99/US$44.95 [Dud06]. 2D [Har00b, Geo00, Rod01]. 2k [USE00b]. 2nd [Ano02b, Feu02, GDC+04, Mas01, Zen02, USE02].

3 [DC09, Ell06, KKC03a, Kuc06, Lia00a, Lia00c, MMBAS04, Sch00b]. 3.0 [Ano05k, CSFS00, Hei01, WA04]. 3.1 [Ano04j, See04]. 30 [AGG02]. 310-025 [HS00a]. 32 [SOK+04]. 32-Bit [Ano02p, Ano02j, VED06, Whi03a]. 32bit [XX05]. 390 [DBC+00]. 3D [SRD00, WG02, BL04, SML06, WSVX03, XAN07]. 3D-Molecular [BL04]. 3D-Molekulvisualisierung [BL04]. 3rd [ACM06].

4 [Ano00m, Lia02, Lia03a, SC05, Wal02a]. 45-degree [TP08]. 45.00/£ [Azi06].

4847-51 [Bus02b]. 4th [GRR05].

5 [Cur07, He07, HTY+03, IEE02b]. 5.0 [Wen04]. 5.6 [Ano00m]. 500 [Pra03].

5029-90 [ZAVT03]. 5033-55 [MF03].

5367-05 [HBX+04]. 5434-19 [CHMB04].

5684-20 [VVG+05].

6 [Ano04-36, KWM+08, Tan07]. 6.0 [Ano00m, Lia00b]. 6.1 [Nyb02]. 61499 [TSL+04]. 63.50 [Ano04e]. 64 [IKN03].

64-bit [Ano02j, BWL06, VED06, VED07]. 6th [USE01a].

7 [Ano01m, Bal03c, Cha05a, Mil08]. 7th [USE00b].

8 [Ano03c, Ano03y]. 819.315 [Sib00]. 8i [DHMT00].

9075-13 [ISO08]. 95 [BW01b, BW04, GD00, Wei03]. 978 [Mil08].

978-1-4302-0973-7 [Mil08].
applications

| CB04, CHMB04, CLM09, CHL00, Cla04, CMLC06, CBGM03, Die00, DBC00, DJLT01, DM07, ET07, Eng00, FTD03, FT06, FMRW05, FLWW04, GCRD04, Goo03b, GJ09, Gro03, HG08, HAL02, HF06, Has02, Hig03, HD03c, ICB00, KK04a, KT00, KL07, Las02, LS00, LCFL04, LCO04, LHL07, Man01, MR09, McL02a, MGB09, MAJC03, Mor08a, NR06, Gal02, NP03, Pet05, PNN04, Rec02, R001, Rod01, R006, Sah00, San04a, SML06, SCBH09, SYAS05, SAB06, SW06, SKP02, TT08, TPF09, WGS07, W3807, ZS07, vHMB08, Lut03c, Cal00a. |

applicazioni

| [Pel03]. Applied
| [SAFG03, SM02a, Ano02o, Lut03b]. Applicationen
| [Ste08a]. Applying
| [AA02a, DF03, Lut03a, MS01]. Apprentice
| [KB04a]. Apprentice-Based
| [KB04a]. Approach
| [BO08, BB03, BRL03, CD01b, DJLT01, DL00, FP03, JHJX04, KV00, KM02, KS02b, PC04, QHV02, YDWW04, ABLU00, AW00, BP01c, BL02b, CF509, CCKP06, CF04a, DM01, Fei01, Gra04, Gri08, HKI08, HL02b, HN003, LF009, MSR09, MR09, SV05, SML06, SH009, VN00, Vir03, BHS07, Lut02]. Approaches
| [AJMJS02, BLPV04, Egy01, Lam03, MGG01a, PH04, AH02, BDT01, HB09]. Appropriate
| [GEG07, GE08]. Apps
| [Ano03d, Ano03-39, Apr03, WA04, Ano03z, Ano03-31, Ano04d, Ano05]. Apptivity
| [Ano04m]. Apress
| [Kuc06, Mil08]. April
| [Ano01f, NIS00, Uni01, USE01c]. Aprise
| [Ano02q]. ARANE
| [MCLD01]. Arbitrary
| [GHM01]. Arc
| [Ano00n]. Architect
| [Mil08, Tul08, CR02a]. Architectural
| [AC02, GH01, JR02, Chr05, RJ01]. Architecture
| [AA02b, BCL03, BFC03, CQ05]. Aren’t
| [BHP01]. argumentation
| [CHMB04]. arguments
| [Lan04]. Arithmetic
| [Cow01, Dar01b, Fig00, MOS07, Win02]. ARLEQUIN
| [Sta01]. ARM
| [Ano03-39, DGMY06]. Aroma
| [Sur01]. ARP
| [Zdr09]. Array
| [Bur03, PH02, QHV02, Ano02j]. ArrayLists
| [JT04]. Arrays
| [All00a, LK01, MGG01a, SF01, MGG03, JT04]. Arrival
| [Wat02]. arrow
| [GE08]. arrow-type
| [GE08]. arrows
| [KHFS09]. Art
| [BGP00, For04b, Mar05, Cha03]. article
| [Zus03]. Artikel
| [Wol03a, Zus03]. As-if-serial
| [ZK09]. Ascend
| [Ano01m]. Aside
| [SK04]. ASM
| [ZAM03]. ASMBased
| [ZAM03]. ASP
| [Kro00b]. ASP.NET
| [OBr05]. Aspect
| [Kic03, PSDF01, FB07, LFM09]. Aspect-Oriented
browser [Ano03-37, Lab09, NM02, YCIS07].

browser-based [Ano03-37, Lab09].

browsers [Ano03c]. BrowserShield [RDW+07]. Browsersoft [Way03, Wil04b].

Brucke [Ano04c]. BSP [GLC01], BT [VV05]. BT-Crowds [VV05]. BTB [LBJ02].

Bucks [Ano00k]. budding [ML07]. budgects [VB05]. Build [Kro00a, LRO02, PH00b, VHL01, Ano03-31, Atk00, Cla04, SML06, Way03]. Building [Ano04f, Bar02a, Cal00a, CI01, Lyk02, NNS03, Wan03a, Ano05i, Joh00b, KNN+01, Lex02, AK01].

Build [Ano05c]. Byte [Cas02, HS02, LT0707, WS01c, WHW01, BCR03b]. Byte-code [LT0707, BCR03b]. Bytecode [ADDZ05, ABH+01, BBDT02, BDT04, BFG05, BD02, CN03b, Coo02, FM03, GH01, GH03, GPG05, Gan03, GS05b, GK08, KC00, KW03, Kle05b, KK05, KK04b, LN04, Ler01f, Ler01e, Ler02, Ler03, MH02, Nip01, Nip03, OKN02a, OKN02b, OKN02c, Qui03, Ros03, RW03b, SMBZ07, SD01b, SW01, SS00a, SS00b, SS03, SVE05, TSDNP02, TSCI01, TCC01, ZXNH02, Ano03-32, A+01, ABF03, BDLM04, BDL+08, Ber00b, CFL05b, CFL05a, CY04, CSM00, Cog03, Cog04, CMS07, EKEL01, GPF08, JCP07, JBP+08, KBV08, KR01a, Qia00, SV05, SS02, SD03b, VDMW06, WR08, Wil02].

Bytecode-to-.NET [LN04]. bytecode-to-C [JPB+08]. bytecodes [TCC02].

C [Ano00j, Ano04e, GF01, Pap05, Pla00, AC01, Ano01g, Ano01j, Ano01l, Ano01n, Ano03-45, Ano04-30, Ano05k, Bat04, BA08, Br05b, Br04c, BFG05, BFGS05, Bro09, Br05b, Cro01, DLE06, Ead01, G+01, G03, Gho04, HS01, Hin02, JBP+08, Kic04, KW01b, Kumm04, Kum05, LS04a, Lin01, Men03, MAJC03, Mul00, NNS03, Nil05, Oiw09, PZ00, PWH00, P01b, Pre03, Rei00b, Rei00c, SH03, SML06, SCBH09, Slb00, SHHS04, St00, SM04b, Stu07, TM07, Ten00, TP02, Tre05, VK01, VP05, W02P02, Wil06, Wil05].

C# [SK08, Ano03x, Ano04f, Ano04g, Ano05b, Ano05k, Bar01a, BHW05, BHP+01, BFGS05, Bro09, Br05b, Cro01, DLE06, Ead01, G+01, G05a, GK03, Hum03a, KPP+06, Kic04, Lip01, Lut03a, Reg02a, Win04].

C/C [Pla00, Ano011, Lin01]. C/C [Sib00, Tre05].

CA [ACM00b, Ano00b, Ano00c, USE00a].

Cable [Ano00m]. Cache [CS06, Jol01, RHR02, Sch04c, Oi05].

Cache-conscious [CS06]. Caching [BR01c, ET01, WPN08, ET07, LR05].

Cactus [HL02a, PL03]. CAD [Ano00n, MD00]. Caja [Pot08].

Calculation [RGN07]. Calculi [BGZ00].

Calculus [Kle05a, RW01, St04, AL01, BP03a, GK07, IPW01]. Caldera [Ano00i].

Calif [ACM01b]. California [Ano01f, USE00c, USE01c, USE02]. Call [DEK+03, Dm04, RKG04, An004i, Ano05n, Har01b, LK+00, MCD09, SHR+00, ZR07].

Calling [P03, BM07, ZSCC06]. calls [BBG04, FF08, Och09b, ZFA00].

Cambridge [An03b, Ano03w, Cha05a].

CAMERA [NR05]. Cameras [VUPB02].

Can [Ano04r, Ben00c, BD01c, Cal00b, Gso00, ...]
Jen00a, Jol01, KKO02, Kie01, Kie02, KS07, Lai08, Mos00, Pet03, Reg02a, Sea02, Smi01b, Wra01, Ano04q, Hol03, IN09, SC08, Ano02p. Canada [Jac04b, LL08a]. Canceled [Coc02]. Candidate [NIS00, SL00]. Candidates [Dra00]. Cannes [AJ01a, AJ01b]. Canoo [Way05].

Capabilities
[Cal00b, KAN+03, Ano04-27, TS09]. Capability [HD02]. Capability-Based [HD02]. Capacity [Ano01n, CSFS00]. Capture [Sur01]. capturing [LL01d]. Car [Fri02]. CARA [Sta04b]. Carbopolis [EXA+05]. Card [ACL03, Ano03-29, Bec01c, BCE+01, BML01, CMG+01, CHS01, Cas02, DJ00, DMP05, EJD01, Fre05, HDJ01, HP04, KJ02, KM01, Ler01f, LS03, MD01, MK01, Siv04, Ste04, TRVH03, Ano01a, Ano02v, AJ01b, DJ02, HMO1a, Has02, LZO4, BM03, Ano00a, ACC+01, BKH02, BL03, Che00, Eng00, HOP04, HP04, Mos05a, Mos05b, Req03].

Cardiff [Ano01a]. CardKt [GN01a]. Cards [AJ01b, BJvdB02, DJLT01, GN01a, WVE+00, Ano04h, Ano04-28, AJ01a, Ler02, Ano02v, Ano03j, Che00]. CardS4 [GN01b]. care [Ano03j, LSK+02]. careers [PB06]. Carla [Fox01b]. Carlo [GKZ04, PFJ05, War02]. CartaBlanca [VDCP01, VDCP03]. Case [BCMT03, BS04, BL03, COX+09, CK05, DFL00, GGG03, HBW03, Hui02, KMSL03, MORW04, NW03, Wan03a, BS00b, BS01, CCK+08, CHL+00, DAK00, ER09, GEVZ09a, HJvdB01, KPPR06, KBV08, Man01, Roc01, Uto06, VZGE07, VP05].

Case-Based [GGG03]. Cases [SGV04, BG05]. CAT [LS03]. Catalyst [Ano03-38]. Catch [MRB06, AH03]. Catches [Bar01b]. caught [HBM+02]. Causes [RCR06]. cavity [PC03]. CBL [Gel00]. CC4J [KA02]. CCJ [NMB03]. CD [Ano00h, FMHH+00, Hal01a, Har02]. CD-ROM [Hal01a]. CDK [SHK+03]. CE [Ano01i, TCM+00]. cell [AZ02, MLVB05]. cellular [FW02]. Center [ACM00c, Ano02i, BL04, Lan04, Yua04]. Center-of-Gravity [BL04]. Centered [AF03]. Central [Ano00i, Ano02n, GKW04]. centralizing [AHN02]. Centre [IEE03a]. centric [DV07, SHM09]. Century [Ano00j]. CEO [Ano04i]. Certificates [CMG+01]. Certification [GH00, HS00a, BS00a, MMM01, MR00b]. Certified [Ano00d, CR02a, DDF+03]. Certifying [SS03, CLN+00, MSL07]. Cg [Ano03-40]. CGI [Han01]. Chain [War02, Man02, WSP02]. Chains [RKG04]. Challenge [CM04, KPH+09, Lut01]. challenged [Kro00a]. Challenges [Bar01c, JK03, KNN+01]. Challenging [DFL00]. Chameleon [SVY09]. Change [RST+04, RCR06, BDN05, GJ09]. Changed [McG03b]. Changes [DRH05]. Chaos [DFL00]. characteristics [PJ05]. Characterization [IEE02h, RVJ+01]. characterizations [GS00b]. characterize [LJN+00]. Characterizing [SSG01]. charts [PPJ03]. Chat [BLW00]. cheat [HBM+02]. Check [HD01, KKN00, QHV02, Cha06]. Checked [Gol01, KN06, PWH00]. Checker [Lut03c, SSE05]. Checking [BFG03, BD02, BDLM04, CH02, Dar07, DMP05, FF08, GV02, KMO4a, Ne04, PVD01, SL01, Ano02j, BK08, BS07, BWLR06, BA07a, DNS05, FL+02, FFLQ08, GV04, HP00, RHDB08, SV05, Sto02, WGS07, XJC09]. Checkmate [PWH00]. checkpoint [Eng06]. Checks [CC03, LGFM05, SB07]. Chemical [Guh07]. Chemistry [SHK+03]. Chemo [SHK+03]. Chemo- [SHK+03]. Chianti [RST+04]. Chicago [ACM05, Ano02i]. Chip [An000m, Won03a, Ano03-37, Ano04h]. Chipkarten [Ano04h]. Chirp [XM06]. Chockful [Coh04]. choice [Pay04]. choose [An04g]. CHR [Sch04d, Wol01a]. Chris [Azi06]. churn [SAB08]. CICS
Collections [All00c, NW06, NW07, PKF03, Wic03, Ano03h, Col01, FTD03, SVY09, WB01, Zuk01]. Collective [LCFkL05, NKBM01, NMKB03]. Collector [BCR03a, DKL+01, MJ06, SLC03b, ZS01b, BAL+01, BBYG+05, DKP00, GSaC05, LP01b, LP06, WK08a, WK08c, WK08b]. collectors [MSLL07, SMTZ09]. Collector [Bar00a, CKMP09, Bar01b]. Collision [XAN07]. Colorado [USE00d]. Colour [MM04]. Colour-map [MM04]. Column [Hun03a]. COM [Gso00]. Combination [JKJ05]. Combinatorial [RM08]. Combine [NLFA02]. Combined [KW02]. Combining [BD02, NM02, Tho03]. Comes [LD03]. Command [SW06]. Commarea [Ano02a]. Commentary [Zus03]. Comments [Bee04a, NL03]. Commerce [Che02b, Ch04, Kro00b, LLMK03, Wea04, Che02b]. Commercial [HKHK03, Oes01]. Commit [BR01c]. Commodity [vLGL+02, GGL+08, vLFGL01]. Common [Bec00a, Bec00b, Cro01, Hun03a, Rob04c, Way03]. commons [O’B05, For04b]. Communicate [JPJ05]. Communication [An000k, Ano05a, CHK00, NKBM01, R WL07, SCLV04, SCH05, YK03, HPB+00, LC05, LCFkL05, NMKB03, Oes01, WK08d, WC00b]. communication-oriented [HPB+00]. Communications [An000j, Ano00n, Ano01h, GP01, Lut03b, Ano03k, GvLPF01]. CommuniGate [An000]. Communities [ACM04]. Community [Dob01a, Ano03o, Gar09, PPJ03]. Compact [An003a, Gro02a]. Compaction [KP06, WK08a, WK08b, WK08c]. Companies [Gar00, Ano03f, Ano04f, Ano04g]. Companion [Fla00, Fla04b, Goo11b]. Company [An004-37, An005c]. Compaq [An009b]. Comparative [KX04, LAT04, SKP+02, Ano04e, Ano04-30, Gho04, Mau02, SH03, SCBH09]. compare [Ano02j, KW01b]. Comparing [Dor02, Hir00, KPPER06]. Comparison [BW03a, BW03b, Bro05, CE01, DBH04, HJR+03, MMG01a, NNS03, Pot04, Pre00a, Pre01, GPW05, JKH+04, RJGH06, SH04b, SC01b, TAW03]. Compatibility [Egy01, RFZ08]. compatible [VVG+05]. competing [LOW09]. competition [BVPE06]. Competitor [Win04]. competitors [Ano05m]. Compilation [ALZ02, ADDZ05, Ano03-39, BJK+07, CCF+02, DJP02, Lag03, SSM04, TP01, BGH+07, CO06, CHP+08, GEB08, KBV08, LST02, LYM04, MSR09, NW02b, OOK+06, SYN03, SYN06]. compiled [NM00]. Compiler [ATBC+03, An001h, An001k, BA01, BK01a, DFA03, GM00, GMM00, Hol00b, KMEA04, KNG02, LST02, Mid01, MF01a, MEO00, MMG01a, NPO1, NCM03, OSM+00, PVC01, Rob01c, SS03, Str02, SYN02, YLL+07, vdBJ01, AP02, BC04, CML06, CLN+00, CL08, DGY06, EH07, FKR+00, HKS+07, HKM+09, IKN03, IKY+00b, IKY+00a, ITK+03, Jia04, JPB+08, KN06, KWM+08, LOW09, LYK+00, MGG+06, OOK+06, Oiw09, SL07, SBMG00, Siv02, SYK+01, SYN03, SOK+04, SYK+05, SOT+00]. Compiler-Cooperative [MF01a]. Compilers [NIEH04, Sch03a, SSM04, dSC06, CHP+08, LMK08, SYN06, WB00, XM06]. Compiling [ABH+01, B01, BK05b, CILH01, PH02, SBCK03, SS02, A+01]. Complement [RW03a]. Complete [DD02a, Edw00, Pew00, PL05, LH04b, L000b, LJM+00, PS01, Sch01, She01a, Tay02, WMM04]. completed [VLM009]. Completeness [SS03]. completion [KR01a]. Complex [McG04, PG00, Cog04, Ear03, EKVM07, Jan01]. Complexity [An004j, CRL01, DFL00, GPS03, An004r, Chr05, Sub08]. Compliant [An001k, AN03-39, BFS+04, CF00, Goo03b, TP02]. Complier [TOG+05]. Component
Component-Based [AR03a, KM02, KS02b, MS01, Ren00, TFL04, VDPC03].

Components [Ano01m, BH03, CV01, Gso00, HRE05, Hyu05, LRSW00, NK03, SSS02, Tui02, WCD+01, ZX05, Ano02w, Ano03-31, Ano03-36, Git00, JF06, Joh00b, LRW01, LSW07, MFH01, PHM+01, TJ00, Tre03, VMWD05, WO04].

Composing [BLW09]. Composite [YE04].

Composition [PKF02, WCD+01, NQM06, TM08, dM04]. Compositional [ADDZ05, BR06b].

Comprehensibility [HCMM00, SH04b]. Comprehensive [ASCE03, Goo02a, QHV02, Gos00b, LO03a, MR00b, NQM06, SRW00, TM08, dM04].

Compression [Bar00a, CKV02, Pau03, SMBZ07, CKV+03, CSCM00, Coo05]. Compressor [KP06]. Compromise [Lai08, RFZ08].

Computation [Ano01m, CKK+04, CBD04, NZ01, SvR01, TC03, FLWW04, Nor00, PT09a, vRKS01, vRKS03, SM07, Tra00b].

Computational [DFT03, Lut01, RCB01, SM07, Thi02, RCB03]. Computations [KT01b, GS04, NNS03]. Computer [ACM00b, ACM01d, Ano00h, Ano00i, Ano00j, Ano00k, Bar01a, Bar01b, CCR00, Coc02, GKM03, Ges07, GS08, HMRM03, Hsu01, Kog04, LH02, Lut02, MDS04, Rob04b, Sav01, SG00, SDSK05, XX05, ZG04, AWS+09, BC07, BR02, BS01, CFGL05, Cbmp09, DW07, FFB+00, FCHE02, Frob03, Golo04b, Hel07a, Ibb02, Juro07, KM02, ML07, MJ00, Rad06, Ras00, Rio02, Rob04c, RVZ04, Sco02, SSC00, TCF+03, VV004, Ano01g, Ano01j, Ano02a, Lut02].

Computer-Aided [ZG04]. Computers [BB03, Roj00, SPS+02].

[ACM00c, ACM01c, ACM04, ACM06, ANN01, Art00, Azi06, BC00, Bar01b, BP01b, BBHL01, BGarH06, CM01, CCFG00, Cha00a, CLL03, CT00, CSK00, Fox03a, GK03, GP01, GSC+00, GM000, HS00h, HRAB05, Hor03, HBD04, Kro00a, LBQ00, Lut01, LWL00, Mak03, NPRC01, NC04, Pap05, PBG+01, SMBZ07, Ste01, Vogo3, WFGK03, Wil03b, WG04, Woo05, Yan05, AG05, AGG02, Bar09, Cha00b, ESPP01, FJ05a, FPLV03, FPA+06, GvLPF01, HS01, KHBB01, KMSB08, LP05, Lau01, LAL02, MI01, MMG00b, MMG+00a, MMG+02, NC05, PSZ+07, PB06, RR02, SMS00, SHHS04, TDB00, VP05, dGNv04, GS00a, Pap00].

Computware [Ano03-41, Ano03-40, Ano02n, Ano03-37, Ano04j, Ano05c, See04]. Concept [AMbRdS02, CY01b, MSK09, ST00].

Conception [TFD03]. conceptions [ET05].

Concepts [Bar03b, Bar03, BM03, PSS01, vHL05, Gao02, Golo4b, Hor03, NR05, Sch04a, Ses01a, SCH01, SK08, SM03b, TB00b, VZGE07, ZJ03].

completions-first [Go04b]. Concerns [MVM07, PS+02, RM07b].

Concierge [RA07]. Conclusive [SGV04]. concrete [DC09].

Concurrency [DSBH03, GbP+06, GS00, JJ03, KFNL04, MSV05, RS00a, RSH01, We02, Zahl05, BA04, BA08, Bog01, FRO2, HLO6, LSW07, Rob03, WJH06, Yan02].

Concurrent [CRO1a, CY01b, HD01, Lea00a, Lut00c, Mhel02, MMK04, OK04, Par04a, RH04, SJJG03, We04, BBYG+05, Bar01d, BP01c, BFN+09, Cor00, GHS05, JPS+08, KP06, LHS03, LSW07, RH07, SAD01, San04a, Sen08, WK08a, WK08b, WC04, YAH01, Ano01j].

Condensation [GKMZ04].

condition [Jac04a, Yan02].

Conditional [NA07]. Conference [ACM00a, ACM00b, ACM01d, ACM04, ACM05, Ano01b, Ano02b, Ano02i, AJ01b, Cha00a, CNB00, IEE02a, Jac04b, NIS00, SM07].
SY+05, SBH+04, Uni01, USE00b, USE00a, USE01a, ACM06, Ano04-31, ACM00a, Fox00a, Fox00b, Fox00c, Fox01a, Fox05]. Confessions [Mil08, Tul08]. Confidence [BF03]. Configurable [RP03b, Sat04, TP01, BDRV01]. Configuration [CSK00, Han05a, RTVH01, Sin00, Ano05a, PC03]. Confined [II04a, VB01b]. confinement [ZPV03]. Conformal [Hit03]. Conformance [LBR00]. Congrés [IEE03a]. Connect [Sha00a]. Connected [RTVH01, SMES01, MS00b]. Connection [Jen00b, MD00, Tre02b, Uni01, Li04]. connections [Ano02f]. Connector [Han05a, Apt02]. connectors [Apt02]. Conquer [vNKB01]. Conquering [Gol00]. cons [Ano04-38]. conscientious [FB07]. conscious [CS06]. Conservatively [Reg00]. consideration [Emu04]. Considered [Ams02, SD08, ACFG01, Our02]. considering [Ano02k]. Consistency [AL04a, ABH+00, GS00b]. consistent [WW09]. console [Rem01]. Consortium [Bar01b, DV01]. constituent [RHR02]. Constrained [RWH01, BNV08, CKV+03, RA07, ZK04a]. ConstrainedJava [GNB04]. Constraint [RM04, SJG03, WS01b, Wol01a, TP08]. Constraint-Based [RM04, WS01b]. Constraints [DTD04, Sun01, Ano02a, RMR01, VTD06]. construct [SAB+06]. constructed [Fie00]. Constructing [BB01, JC04, RLR00, GHGB+03a]. Construction [Gar00, Hon05, Kaf00, LN04, CMS03b, Mor08a, ZR07]. Constructive [Stu01, Boe05]. constructors [SI09]. Constructs [Won04, LS08c]. Consumer [Ano00i]. Consumption [BCR03a, SKS03, BNV08, FFB+00, VED07]. Contained [Ano03a]. Container [HRD07, HRD08a]. Containers [Hin02, WP00b]. Contemporary [Lut03b]. Content [Ano01, Men00, Rap03, SLB+02, Fer07, Lot02, Tho03, ZJ03]. Contention [XSA08a]. Contention-aware [XSA08a]. Contest [Bar00a]. Context [ABM+03, Bar05, BML01, CHS01, DILT01, vLSM01, BM07, LH08a, LPH01, SM01c, SB06b, Tro04a, Tro04b, ZSC06]. Context-Aware [Bar05]. context-insensitive [LPH01]. context-sensitive [LH08a, SB06b]. Contexts [JMSG02]. contextual [TM08]. Continuing [Coc02]. continuous [TCC02]. contours [Nik03]. contract [XJC09]. Contractation [PH02]. contracts [GHGB+03a]. contribute [Ano04i]. Control [Ano00j, Ano01g, BH04b, BALV03, BP05, BW03a, BW03b, CHHC04, DS00c, HD02, Hol04a, HBB04, JC04, KK03a, Kog04, LH03a, MD00, NM+02, OWR04, PCL02, SDPM04, Sur01, Tim03, ZD02, BH01, BHR02, CVW03, DPT+02, FJ05a, FR02, GB01, HCMM00, HO03, HO07, HB08, L04, PSZ+07, PH00a, RP+09, WSV03, YL03, ZP03, dM04]. control-flows [dM04]. Controlled [NAR08]. controller [AZ02, XM06]. Controllers [New04]. Controlling [Ano03e, BCR03a, BALP01, BALP06, Kro00a, Pot08, BD05]. controls [Hu03, VB05]. Controversy [Bru04b, Bru05a]. Convenient [BKL01]. Convention [ACM00c]. conventions [DC03a]. convergence [BD01b, GEAS00]. Convergent [Hub02]. Conversion [Liu00, AC01, Ano03-37, YTY00]. Convert2Java [AC01]. converter [Kil03a]. Converting [DKTE04, vD04]. Cookbook [Ano00d, Dar01c, Dar03, Hol04c, BC03, Dar01d, Dar04, EL09, Goo03a, Goo07, Mil05, O’05, Per04, Sig05, Ano00c]. cool [Ano04-29, Eub05]. Cooling [GKM03]. cooperated [TCSC04]. cooperation [BVPE06]. Cooperative [BCM05, MF01a]. Coordination [ABM+03, BGZ00, GR00, DGGD08, WK08d]. copies [XAM+09].
Coping [ABV00, San04a].
Copolymerization [BD03a]. Copying [HM01b, Oga09, PV08]. Coq [ACL03].
CORBA [ASS03, BVD01, DLL03, Des01, Die01, DHR+01, EF02, Hou00, JHSL03, KSK04b, MSR03, NMH+02, P+98, Rao01a, Rao01b, RJFG03, TEM+01, Won05, ZYC03, Zhu03, CSFS00, SAWW01]. CORBA/Java [DLL03]. CORBA/Java-based [DLL03].
Core [ACM01e, Atk00, Bag02, Edw00, Edw01, GH07, Gle02, Hal00, HB01, Hal01a, HC00, HC01a, HC02, HC03, JR05, Lut03c, MP01a, Muc02, Top00, Top02a, TVMB03, WBS01, ALZ01, BPO3a, CMP+07, HN00, IPW01, SCB09, SS07, WBF+06, ZSY+09, GH04]. Core [Ano03-42].
Cores [AAA+04]. Cores-Based [AAA+04]. Corfu [SM07]. Corner [Bro03b, Cha00a, BG05]. Cornering [PWH00]. 
Corpora [CHHC04]. Corporate [Bro00, HAL02c, Bar03a]. Corporation [Ano00h, Ano00i, Ano00j, Ano01g, Ano04-29]. Corpus [Wei01, Mas00].
correct [AAD+07, BBA08, CY01b]. Correcting [HMRM03]. Correction [BHP+01, TEM+01]. Correctly [Coh02].
Correctness [BRL03, DJ00, DJ02, Fre05, KC01, GHGB+03a, GHGB+03b].
Correspondence [BDJdS02, Mur05, Rei00c, dL05, Hec07, Hol06, Laz07]. Cosimulation [Ano03-39]. Cost [SSM04, Nsi03].
Cost-Effective [SSM04]. Costs [RWC+03]. could [Ano02i, Ano04u]. Counter [PDV01].
Counter-examples [PDV01].
counterevasion [MV09]. Counterpoint [Hor00a, Hor00b]. Counters [Ano03-41].
counting [JMP09, LP01b, LP06]. Coupled [VDPC01, PK00, VDPC03]. coupling [CD08].
Course [BLPV04, CWH01, DD02a, DK02, Edw00, Hal01a, Hei03a, HTY+03, LS04b, Pew00, And02, Bar01d, BZ07, BVPE06, CKM09, CR02b, GEVZ09b, Gou06, LO00b, LO03a, LP05, LHS04b, Mau02, Moo02, MB05, PHBM05, RVZ04, SC01a, SL07, TBM09, Wan02, ZJ03, ZCR+06]. Courses [ES05a, JT04, SS07, DV07, ES05b, ET02, GEVZ09a, Hei07a, HKF00, MS05, VIPCUF08, vTNC08]. Courseware [JWC03, DUK02, Hei07a, JFH00]. court [Ano03-27]. Coverage [KA02, VMWD05, Gat03, SM01d]. Covert [Kal04]. 
COW [Ano02c, BH04a, BH04b, HB08]. CPU [Ano02c, BH04a, BH04b, HB08].
CPU-Management [BH04a]. CPU/DSP [Ano02c]. craft [Way05]. 
Cram [Ano00d]. crash [SC01a]. Crawford [Ano00b]. Create [LAB+00, Esq04]. created [Ano00g].
Creating [Bro02a, BKLS00, BKLS01, Fer07, Lew00, Mey03, SGF+02, Wa03a, HP02, Och09b].
Creation [Ano01i, Ano03p, ABL07, Bos04, FTD03]. Creator [Ano04-35, Sur04b]. Cresce [Pel03]. CRF [MS00a]. crickets [XM06].
criteria [VDMW06]. Critical [Gar00, Bro07, San04a]. Criticality [CW04a]. critics [Ano05h]. CRL [vdPE02].
Cross [Ano01g, Ano02o, Ano02q, BSM09, JR02, Gri02b, ITK+03, II04b, Och09c, WKB08].
Cross-Architectural [JR02]. Cross-Platform [Ano01g, Ano02o, Ano02q, BR01c]. Cross-profiling [BSMV09].
cross-reference [LI04b]. cross-runtime [WK08d]. Crosscut [Kic04]. Crosscutting [MVM07].
CrossOver [Ano03-42]. Crowds [V05, V05v]. Crowds-Style [V05v].
Crowned [Bar00a]. Cruncher [Mak03]. crunching [Wil05]. Cryptographic 
[WB01]. Cryptography [LDL04, Gal02, Sj05, Wei04, Bis03, Hoo05, Nis03]. Crystal [Ano00].
CS [DHHR05, AF03, BR04b, BR05a, HKF00, HM02, SdSK05, BR01c].
CS-1 [AF03]. CS0 [EBG+05, Rec01]. CS1 [BCM05, Bec01a, CC02, CR02b, CLP06, CH06, Djo09, Fiat09, GEVZ09a, GEVZ09b].
Gao00, GL08, Gri00, Hum03b, LBD+03, LH02, LS08c, LRD09, MRB06, MB05, Mur07, NSS+05, Reg00, Reg02a, Reg06, Rout02a, Sch00a, VZGE07, WVMN05, WN05. **CS2** [CTLW03, CH06, Hum03b, KB04b, LM06, LH02, NM02, Reg02a, Reg06, WK02].

**CSFS** [HYX05]. **CSO** [OJJ00]. **CSP** [MORW04, WAF02]. **CSP-OZ** [MORW04]. **CSS** [Goo02a, II04b]. **Curiosity** [Way03]. **Curl** [Ano01h]. **Current** [SS00a]. **curricula** [Cha00b, Cha00a]. **Curriculum** [CBD01, BS01, CKMP09, GCF+01, HM02, MB05]. **curve** [Mer04]. **Custom** [Han01, Lat03b, Roe00, Ano02e, Apt02, Wei02b]. **Customizable** [PKF02, CL08]. **Customization** [DTD04]. **customized** [MBED06]. **Cut** [LN02]. **Cut-&-Paste** [LN02]. **Cutting** [MT07]. **Cyber** [WWSL02]. **Cyberspace** [CF02]. **cyberTech** [PB06]. **cyberTech-TEST** [PB06]. **Cycle** [AH04b, Gai03, LH07]. **cycles** [MT07].

**D** [MD00, Ano01n, Ano02m, Bar00c, BDRV01, BBGP01, BE02, CWW03, CN03a, Che03a, CF02, CE01, FMA02, GV05, GP05, Hit03, HJF06, JLV02, JHSL03, MD00, MLC02, Nik03, PF105, Sei09, SQG+05, Tre03, WBS01, WWSL02]. **D-Enabled** [WWSL02]. **D-SOL** [JLV02]. **D/ [MD00]. DaCapo [BGH+06]. Daikon [NE04]. **Dallas** [ACM06c, CNB00]. **Dan** [Cal00a, Bar03a]. **Danny** [Fox01b, Fox01d]. **d/applications** [FTD03]. **Darkstar** [Bur07]. **dash** [Ano04z]. **dashboards** [BDRV01]. **Data** [AR03b, Ano02d, Ano00k, Ano01n, Ano02r, Ano02t, Arm04, Bar01c, BH03, BWT0a, CF03, CP01, CP04, CNB00, CD01c, CE01, Col01, Dro01b, EVS07, Fel04, Fox00d, Fox01b, Fox01d, GT07, GT01, GT04, GT06, GT10, GS04, Hec07, Hir07, HJF06, Hlo06, JR03, KC01, Lazo07, Lin01, LZZ03, Liu04, Lut00, Lut03a, MD00, Mai03, Pre00b, Sah00, SK00, Smi01b, SCLV04, TVG+01, TVMB03, Uni02, Vili08, W+04, Wan04, Wan05, Wei02a, WL04, WP00a, Wil05, WF00, WF02, dL05, Ano02g, Ano03-30, Ano03-43, Ano04c, Ayed01, BSt00, BCh03, BCBP05, Bud01, Bus02b, CFKL00, CHMB04, CZ02, CS06, CLN07, CHJB07, DJ01, EKVM07, Fal00a, Fal00b, Fek02, Fry08, GEVZ09a, HCBO4a, Hub01, KMSB08, KFO0, LO00a, MR06, McL02b, MSK09, Mur05, NM02, PHBM05, PRB07, Sal04]. **data** [SBAD01, San04b, SM06, SFM01, SB07, Tre03, VTD06, WSVX03, WB01, ZKR08, dCG+02, vRS05, Mas01]. **Data-Access** [SCLV04]. **Data-Binding** [Ano01n, Ano02t]. **data-flow** [BCHP08]. **Data-gathering** [Fel04]. **data-intensive** [SFH01]. **data-member** [KFO0]. **Database** [Ano00n, Ano01h, Ano02g, Ano03-41, Bir01, ISO08, KW02, LL08a, PH03, Rec00, Rog03, Sea02, SO02, YV03, Yaa02, AR08, AYW08, DLL03, FMA02, Li04, LC04, Mer00, Moo02, Gal02, Pan04, Ree03, Ric01, Sci07, WSS07, WAB+04]. **databases** [CZ01, Cha02, DSCU01]. **dataflow** [SFM01]. **datalog** [dMSAV08]. **DataScan** [RBD01]. **date** [Bee00]. **Datenbanken** [DHT00]. **David** [Ano00b]. **DAVIS** [NYH+04]. **days** [CL03a]. **DB** [Ano03-43]. **DB2** [DHT00, Ano03-43]. **DBA** [Lut03a]. **DCT** [Whi03a]. **Deadlines** [BD01c]. **deadlocks** [JPSN09, PRB07]. **Deal** [Ano04k]. **Death** [Nil05]. **Debues** [Ano03-42]. **Debug** [LHGM09, OS02]. **debuggability** [OK+06]. **Debugger** [Ano00i, Ano01i, Ano02n, IKKWW01, RB01, ZCY03, RM07a]. **Debugging** [KY03a, KY03b, KJY04, Me02, MLM+08, RCD03, SFM+07, HRD08b, LHGM09, MKK08, PTP07, St05]. **Debuts** [Ano02t, Ano04b]. **Decaf** [Bar01c]. **decentralized** [ML00, RP+09]. **Decimal** [BJvdB02, Cow01, SKC09]. **Decision**
Decision-Support [Ano03-41].
Declarative [BTV06, Cal04, DSBH03, Fab02, RS00a, RSH01, BS09, HL06, RPP07].
Declaratively [RP03b]. Decomposing [BDL+08], decomposition [Soo09].
deconstruct [Way05]. decoupled [Uni03].
Decomposing [BDL+08].
decompiling [Kal04, MH02, NoI04].
Decomposition [BTV06].
deconstruct [Way05]. deconstruct [Woo03].
Decoupling [JC04]. Deduction [CCR00, GN01a].
Deductive [´AdBdRS08].
Deep [LM04, TTS+08, Ano05k, Lut03b].
DeepJava [KS07].
default [Dau01, SJG03].
defects [AVY08].
defends [Ano03-35].
defense [CHMB04, Ano03-41]. Defensive [BDJdS02].
definition [BFGS05, BTV06, SSB01, SSP07].
Definitive [BG+03, Goo02a, MC04, TB02, BD03c, BD07, Flå02c, Flå06, Gar09, HoI05].
Degree [TP08].
Derived [BCS07]. Deriving [HWB03].
Descrambling [Lut00].
Descriptive [Ano04-43]. Descriptive [Hun03a].
Description [ReI03]. Descriptors [RGN07].
Design [AF03, ASS03, ABG02, ACM01e, AR03a, Ano01g, Ano01k, Ano01l, Ano01m, Ano02o, Ano02p, Ano02q, Ano03-38, Ano03-39, Ano03-41, Ano03-42, BTT+00, Bar00a, Bec00a, Bec00b, BKY+03, Cha05a, CCKH03, Cim02, Coo00, CS02, CS03, DHY05, DHRH05, Dud06, DLS+01, GS08, GLS02, HK02b, HoI00b, IKY+00b, JI02b, KaI00, KT04, KSC+00, KPRL03, KC01, Kog04, KWM+08, KX04, Lam03, LL01b, Li04, LC04, Lut03a, LAB+00, Mah06, Met02, Mil08, NW03, NK03, NSS+05, Omo03, PGM+05, RWI01, Rout02a, SG02, Sm07, SCLV04, SP03, SYK+05, Sun01, SM02a, Sur01, TCS02, USE00c, WS01a, WLW+03, Wel02, WK02, ZG04, ZYC03, Ano02k, Ano03-36, AT01, BCM05, BD04, BV05, BC04, CMS06, CK03b, CLZ06, DWH01, DC03a, DCA04, FVL03, FFSB04, Gab07, Gao00, Ges07, HTSW07, Hun00, Ing09, JMS02].
design [JHSL03, KHMW05, Kno02, L000a, Lan05a, Lan05b, Lea00a, LL00, LL01, L01c, LG00b, LFG00, MWM01, MB05, NH02, Oi05, Pre00b, RV05, RRP01, SL07, SJ01, SSP07, Tul08, Wol01b, ZP03, Zhu04, Ano01, Ano02q, CMLC06, CMP+07, Lut03b, GS00a].
design-code [HTSW07].
design-first [MB05].
Design-Time [SCLV04].
Desupport [DHR+01].
detected [NE04].
Detection [BCE+01, Bog00, FJ01, AVY08, HT06, JPSN09].
Detection [Ano02a, CD01c, CD01b, AFF06, FF00, FF09, HWM01, LMK08, NAW06, NA07, PWN04, SBD01, XAN07].
determine [GMM09].
Deterministic [LSW08, SW01, BAD+09].
Dev [Ano00m].
Develop [Cha03, KSK04a, Les03, SL06,
SL07, SSS02, Ano03f, Fek08, PCC00.

Developed
[VWS+05, Ano03n, Ano03o, RM08].

Developer [Ano03-39, AM02, Bar01b, BRL03, NRV00, SH06, Ada05, Ano04-27, Bro01, GT05, Gig00, MOL05, MCG03a, MF04, RG05, Swe06, TGL05, Cal00a].

Developer-Oriented [BRL03].

Developers [CDH07, Col02, Dar01c, Dar03, MKF06, Ano03-31, BS00a, Coh04, HG07a, HG07b, KM07, Nis03, Ses08, Wil04b].

Developing [AU02, BH04c, BBV03, Cha03, CCB09, GW01, HRD08b, LC05, Lut03c, Lut03b, Man01, Pet05, Rec02, RIo06a, RYD+03, SV02, SG03, Tor01, Tu02, Wei02b, WR00, YAA07, Yua03, HG08, HL02b, Kn01b, Gai02, Pay04, Roc01].

Development [Ano00k, Ano00n, Ano01g, Ano01h, Ano01i, Ano01k, Ano01l, Ano01m, Ano02h, Ano02n, Ano02q, Ano02r, Ano02s, Ano03-39, Ano03-40, Ano05c, AGS01, Ber00a, Ber05b, Bri01, BDJ+01b, Bro00, Cas02, CN03a, DF03, DeP03a, DYM05, Fab02, FK00, Gat03, GS08, Gun01, HK+01, HK02a, HF00, HTY+03, HD03b, Kim02, Kog04, KV02, Kro00a, Kro00b, LL01a, Lin00c, Lin03a, MD00, Mah04b, MS01, Mor03b, Mos05a, N03, Pip03, SLB+02, SAWW01, SSS05, SHK+03, TCF+03, Wan03a, Zen02, Ano03-31, Ano03-37, Ano04j, Ano04q, Ano04r, Ano04u, Ano04x, Ano04-29, ACC+01, BGH+06, BFM00, BS01, BCR03b, CFS00, D00a, For04b, Gar09, Hal02b, He07, Jai00, JHA+05, Lak02, LT02, LM06, LG00b, Mau02, Mer04, MF03, NSS+05, OB05, Robinb, Tay02, WW07].

development [Wil06, Wis06, You02, vTNC08, HL04, Mar05].

Developments [Ano04-27, JP04].

Développement [BRC03b].

Develop [An001].

Device [An002p, An03-38, MD00, RTVH01, SQG+05].

Devices [An001i, AAA+04, Bar03a, Bat03, BL02a, CKK+04, Gib01, Ha01, KK05, Kro00a, SS03, SL03b, TP01, Tui04, dFR04, CC01, CT03, GSa05, HAL02c, Kon03, Lea02, Pay04, RA07, RTVH01, Sha00a, Tre02b, TRM09, Whi03a, YMP+05, Yua04].

development [IKY+00a].

DHTML [BHP+01, Fre01, Gil00b, Goo03a, Goo07, Lan05a, NLFA02].

Diagnosing [Eth01, MS03].

Diagram [CQX+09, MLG02a].

Diagram-Based [CQX+09].

Diagrams [AH04b, BLL06, DH04b, I1KM03, OS02, HCM00].

Dialect [Bac01, BST00, Bac03].

diagnosis [OHL+05].

DICOM [PFS05, Kon04].

DicoSE [PFS05].

Didactic [FSBP03].

Diego [USE00c, USE00a].

dielectric [KM08].

Dienste [Sig04].

differences [Ano05c].

Different [BLPV04, LZZ03, Ano02k, CC02, DM07].

differential [LS04a].

Difficulties [WVM05].

difficulty [BBS04].

Diffraction [Uni02, Ano02g].

Digital [AAA+04, Bar00a, Eff00, EGST08, GMW+02, Kro00a, Lin00, Lut01, Lut03c, MD00, Pau03, SBH+04, VUPB02, WVE+00, Ano03g, Hal01a, LYL+04, Ms04, Rad06, CM02, Lut03c, SA02].

Digitizer [MD00].

Dimensional [Bur03, BW01a].

Dimensionality [Vil08].

dinosaur [Lab09].

diode [PC03, EBG+05].

Direct [LSW08].

Directed [AH02, BCHP08, BK009, ACM03a, Sen08, OKN06].

Directing [KH009].

Directives [BK009].

DirectJ [BBGP01].

directly [Ano03a].

directories [HW00].

directory [LS00].

directory-enabled [LS00].

disassembler [MSU08].

DisASter [OG05].

Disasters [Lut03a].

discardable [Sto01a].

discontinuous [TCC02].

Discovering [HD03a, HRD07, HRD08a].

Discovery [DC03b, EH04, Eng00].

Discrete [Ano01m, CWZ04, JL02, KW02, MCL02, Gar01, PCC00].

Discrete-Event [Ano01m, Gar01].

Discussion
dis-equilibrium [DZH03].

Disk [Rob04a]. DisMedJava [BG02].

Dispatch [ACGL01, DLS+01, ZD02, BHO02b, CLCM00, MFRW09, MPT008].

Dispatching [Fei04, Och09c]. Display [Ano02n, SQG+05, AWE04, Ano03-51, CWS04].

display-independent [Ano03-51].

Displaying [ZAVT03].

Dissection [PM01b, PM00]. Distance [HL03b, SS07, SV02, ET02, LW03, MAWW+01, PC08].

distance-learning [ET02].

Distinctness [PCC01].

Distinguished [ABH+01].

distribuès [FTD03]. Distributed [AJMJS02, ABH+01, BMR02, BBM04, BCS02, BD03b, Bet04, BCH02, Bir01, BF02, Dd01b, BM04, BLM06, BFM+02a, BFM+02b, BFS+03, BG02, CCFG00, Cer02, CLL03, CKHK03, CRG00, Des01, DSS0c, Die01, ET01, ESS02, FSS06, FJ01, FDTL02, FC01, FGLS04, FP03, FBS04, FMMD03, GSO0a, GAR04, GRR05, Gun01, HR00, HRE+02, HRE03, HW04, Hyu05, IEE03b, Ish01, JLV02, JSSM04, Jia04, JPJ05, JRN00, KAN+03, KGM004, KMSL03, MB03, MSF03, SSS00, MKM+06, PKF02, Par04a, PP02b, PP02a, PC08, RWL07, RM04, Sch02, SV02, SSS02, SLO1, SBOA, SM02b, TSC01, TGM03, TSO4, Tor01, WFGK03, WTV03, WTV05, WK02, YE04, Zho03, ZWL03, An01, A+01, AFT01a, BDP02, Bog01, BVD01, BFW+03, ET07, ESS04, FJ05a, FT06, Gro02c, GAR03, GW01, HW00, IH01].
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[Str02, RW03a, Sch04a, vO01]. Isabelle/HOL [RW03a, Sch04a, vO01]. ISAPI

[YWZ03]. ISBN [Azio06, Ba03c, Cha05a, Dud06, Kuc06, Mil08]. Ischia

[ACM06]. ISCOPE [Fox05]. Islands

[INM05]. Isn’t [Ron01, Ano05n, Yua04]. ISO/IEC [ISO08]. isolated [BK09]. Isolation

[ACL03, BHL00, DMP05, Cza00, SMAT+07]. ISSAC

[Tra00b]. Issue

[Bak00, Dek00, Fox00a, Fox00b, Fox00c, Fox01a, Fox05, HR04b, Ano01o, EL01]. Issues

[AJMJS02, CK05, Liu03, McC04, MSS00, NK03, Bro07, GEAS00]. ISVs
CZ02, Che02b, CCW02, CG02, CSK02, CKV02, +02, CKV +02, CN03a, CT03, Che03b, CL03, CKV03, CY03, CO03a, CO03b, Che03c.

**Java** [Che03a, CW03b, CW04b, CM04, CHHC04, CCC04, CKK04, CWZ04, CM05c, CR05, CHL07, CCK08, 02, CKV02, CT03, Che03b, CLL03, CKV03, CY03, CO03a, CO03b, Che03c.

Java [Che03a, CW03b, CW04b, CM04, CHHC04, CCC04, CKK04, CWZ04, CM05c, CR05, CHL07, CCK08, 02, CKV02, CT03, Che03b, CLL03, CKV03, CY03, CO03a, CO03b, Che03c.

Java [Che03a, CW03b, CW04b, CM04, CHHC04, CCC04, CKK04, CWZ04, CM05c, CR05, CHL07, CCK08, 02, CKV02, CT03, Che03b, CLL03, CKV03, CY03, CO03a, CO03b, Che03c.

Java [Che03a, CW03b, CW04b, CM04, CHHC04, CCC04, CKK04, CWZ04, CM05c, CR05, CHL07, CCK08, 02, CKV02, CT03, Che03b, CLL03, CKV03, CY03, CO03a, CO03b, Che03c.

Java [Che03a, CW03b, CW04b, CM04, CHHC04, CCC04, CKK04, CWZ04, CM05c, CR05, CHL07, CCK08, 02, CKV02, CT03, Che03b, CLL03, CKV03, CY03, CO03a, CO03b, Che03c.

Java [Che03a, CW03b, CW04b, CM04, CHHC04, CCC04, CKK04, CWZ04, CM05c, CR05, CHL07, CCK08, 02, CKV02, CT03, Che03b, CLL03, CKV03, CY03, CO03a, CO03b, Che03c.

Java [Che03a, CW03b, CW04b, CM04, CHHC04, CCC04, CKK04, CWZ04, CM05c, CR05, CHL07, CCK08, 02, CKV02, CT03, Che03b, CLL03, CKV03, CY03, CO03a, CO03b, Che03c.

Java [Che03a, CW03b, CW04b, CM04, CHHC04, CCC04, CKK04, CWZ04, CM05c, CR05, CHL07, CCK08, 02, CKV02, CT03, Che03b, CLL03, CKV03, CY03, CO03a, CO03b, Che03c.

Java [Che03a, CW03b, CW04b, CM04, CHHC04, CCC04, CKK04, CWZ04, CM05c, CR05, CHL07, CCK08, 02, CKV02, CT03, Che03b, CLL03, CKV03, CY03, CO03a, CO03b, Che03c.

Java [Che03a, CW03b, CW04b, CM04, CHHC04, CCC04, CKK04, CWZ04, CM05c, CR05, CHL07, CCK08, 02, CKV02, CT03, Che03b, CLL03, CKV03, CY03, CO03a, CO03b, Che03c.

Java [Che03a, CW03b, CW04b, CM04, CHHC04, CCC04, CKK04, CWZ04, CM05c, CR05, CHL07, CCK08, 02, CKV02, CT03, Che03b, CLL03, CKV03, CY03, CO03a, CO03b, Che03c.
SYAS05, SKS01b, SKS01a, SKS03, SB07, Sha00a, Sha00b, SY04, SJ01, Sha04, SR06, SSB03, SK00, SCS01, SG02, SM01b, SM03a, She01b, SRW+00, SK04, Shi03a, Shi00, Shi03b, SEG03, SM01c, SS0501, SGE+02, Sib00, SW01, SB03b, SB05, Sig04, SIK03, SMS00, SV02, Sim04a, Sim04b, SK08, SFP03, Stv02, SSV05, SSS01, SC02b, Sla00, Sna08, Sni01a, Sni01b, SBO01, SC08, SO02, SH04b, SNOM01, SSO02, SSS05, Sso01, SMS+04, SC05]. Java
[SRD00, SASZ03, Spe02, Spi03b, Spi05, SFGV07, SG03, SSL02, SM02b, Sur01, Sur04a, Sur04b, SSE05, Swa01a, Swa01b, SKM01, TITD03, SGB+04, TGV+01, Tam00, TC03, TM07, TYS04, TLS+04, TBSN01, TSDNP02, TTPN08, Tat02, TG04, Tat05, TRVH03, TSCI01, Td0d03, Tay02, TA04, TB00a, TS01, Ten00, TP01, TDB00, THM03, Th00, TOG+05, TCR+03, TS02, TS04, TS09].
Java
[Tim03, TSL+02, TSL03, TCC01, TCC02, TCSC02, TSC04, TP02, Top02a, Top03, Tor01, TH02, TFL+04, Tr00a, Tre05, Tre02a, Tre02b, Tre03, Tre02, THM03, TCO4, TE05, TCM+00, Tui04, Tu08, TZ01, TT01, TVM03, USE01c, Uni02, Uni03, U02, U08, U09, VV05, VV04, VVG+05, VW05, VWD05, VDP01, VDP03, VUPB02, VN03, Vun03a, Vun03b, VKB01, VHB01, VHBB03, VD01, VED06, VED07, VAB+00, VMMF00, Vde03, VKK+01, Vii00, Vii08, VB01a, VHL01, VMW05, VDMW06, Vir05, VN00, Vir03, VPK04, VL00, VB01b, VP05, Vrb03, Wad00, WG01, WACBL03, WCS00, WG02, Wad03a, Wan02, WS01a, WS01b, WWSL02, Wan02, Wan03a, WLV+03, WSVX03, Wan03b, Wan03c, Wan04, WX+05, Wan05, WWJ07, WR08, WW09, War02, WF04, WB00, WB01, WFGK03, Way03, Way05, Wea00, WP04]. Java [Wea07, WGC09, WCCL05, WVMN05, WVE+00, Wei02a, Wei04, Wei01, WJJ05, WJH06, WS01c, WAF02, Wel02, WP03, Wel03, Wel04, WCC04, Wel06, WCO0a, WC00b, WDO0, WEN05, WTV03, WTV05, WM00, Wh03a, Wh03b, WW06, WH01, Wic03, WP00a, Wil02, Wil01a, Wil04a, WA04, Wil06, WP08, WD04, Wil04b, Wil05, Win01, WR00, WK02, Win02, Win04, WN01, WHW01, Wir06, WF00, WF02, Wit05, Wol01a, Wol04, Wol03b, Won03a, Won03b, Won04, Won05, WG04, Woo05, Woo02, Woo03, Wra01, WWMG06, WP00b, Wu01, Wu05, Wu04, XSS08, XSS08, XSL02, SM02b, Sur01, Sur04a, Sur04b, SSE05, Swa01a, Swa01b, SKM01, TITD03, SGB+04, TGV+01, Tam00, TC03, TM07, TYS04, TLS+04, TBSN01, TSDNP02, TTPN08, Tat02, TG04, Tat05, TRVH03, TSCI01, Td0d03, Tay02, TA04, TB00a, TS01, Ten00, TP01, TDB00, THM03, Th00, TOG+05, TCR+03, TS02, TS04, TS09].
Java-Anwendungen [Wol03a, Zus03]. Java-Applets [BL04, DK02]. Java-Applikationen [Ste08a]. Java-based [Lex02, ZK04b, PFS05, WAB+04].
MAWW+01, ABG02, AG03b, Ano01n, Bal03a, CKKH03, CGRR04, EM03, FSBP03, FVK01, FGLS04, GLS02, HL03b, JSSM04, Li03, Lik04, MB03, MCLC02, NPRC01, PDCL02, PGM+05, SL04, TS01, TMG03, VB01a, Vrb03, WXW+05, WK02, YHL04, ZCQS04, ZT02, dFR04, AK01, Ano00g, Ano01o, Ano03k, Ano03-30, Ano04n, Ano04-32, AZ02, BR06a, BDFL04, BKY+03, BCR03b, CB04, CCT01, CM02, CHB03, CR02b, CL08, DPT+02, DZHS03, EL04, Fal00a, Fal00b, FMA02, FLWW04, GW08, Gra04, HL03a, HE03, HKF00, HdS+05, JT04, JC05+05, JKIK04, KHWM05, LYL+04, NHH+04, NC05, NZM03, ORNV08, Röb06, Sc07, Sh04, SG02, SD04, Wen05, Woo03, YdOLS+05, Zaa00b, dCG+02, dGnn04, vNMW+05, vNMKB05, vdSP05.


Java-XML [Lin03a]. java.* [All00a, All00b, All00c, All00d, All00e, All00f]. java.math [Cow01]. java.net [Gag02].

Java.nio [PS03]. Java.RMI [PM01a]. java.util.concurrent [Lea05]. java.util.regex [Hab04]. Java/ [SDPM04]. Java/C [ANO01]. Java/C# [BS04]. Java/CGI [HL02b].

Java/CORBA [GCARPC01, LRW00, LRM01, SRW+00]. Java/CORBA-based [SRW+00]. JAVA/JAVACARD [MMU04]. Java/Jini [AGG02, Gh001]. Java/JVM [BS00b].

Java/SQI [Ebe02]. Java3D [HJF06, Vor01]. JavaBean [FCW01, RAC+02]. JavaBean-based [FCW01]. JavaBeans [BHMO6, AA02b, BCCN01, Bro02b, DL00, Fab02, Jor02].

JavaCards [BDO01, BR06a, BDFL04, BKY+03, BCR03b, CB04, CCT01, CM02, CHB03, CR02b, CL08, DPT+02, DZHS03, EL04, Fal00a, Fal00b, FMA02, FLWW04, GW08, Gra04, HL03a, HE03, HKF00, HD+05, JT04, JC05+05, JKIK04, KHWM05, LYL+04, NHH+04, NC05, NZM03, ORNV08, Röb06, Sc07, Sh04, SG02, SD04, Wen05, Woo03, YdOLS+05, Zaa00b, dCG+02, dGnn04, vNMW+05, vNMKB05, vdSP05].

JAVA-basierten [Lex02]. Java-Card [MD01]. Java-Compliant [ANO1K]. Java-Component-based [VDPC01].

Java-DSP [SASZ03]. Java-Embedded [KFN04]. Java-Enabled [CKK+04, GMV02, KPKL03, MLW00, RAC+04, Tii04, Sak01]. Java-Games [Sel03]. Java-implemented [PSW07]. Java-Interface [VUPB02]. Java-like [KNO06, CHK+04, ELM+04, AZ01, AZ04, ADDZ05, DGGD08, DEL+02].


Java-XML [Lin03a]. java.* [All00a, All00b, All00c, All00d, All00e, All00f]. java.math [Cow01]. java.net [Gag02].

Java.nio [PS03]. Java.RMI [PM01a]. java.util.concurrent [Lea05]. java.util.regex [Hab04]. Java/ [SDPM04]. Java/C [ANO01]. Java/C# [BS04]. Java/CGI [HL02b].

Java/CORBA [GCARPC01, LRW00, LRM01, SRW+00]. Java/CORBA-based [SRW+00]. JAVA/JAVACARD [MMU04]. Java/Jini [AGG02, Gh001]. Java/JVM [BS00b].

Java/SQI [Ebe02]. Java3D [HJF06, Vor01]. JavaBean [FCW01, RAC+02]. JavaBean-based [FCW01]. JavaBeans [BHMO6, AA02b, BCCN01, Bro02b, DL00, Fab02, Jor02].

JavaCards [BDO01, BR06a, BDFL04, BKY+03, BCR03b, CB04, CCT01, CM02, CHB03, CR02b, CL08, DPT+02, DZHS03, EL04, Fal00a, Fal00b, FMA02, FLWW04, GW08, Gra04, HL03a, HE03, HKF00, HD+05, JT04, JC05+05, JKIK04, KHWM05, LYL+04, NHH+04, NC05, NZM03, ORNV08, Röb06, Sc07, Sh04, SG02, SD04, Wen05, Woo03, YdOLS+05, Zaa00b, dCG+02, dGnn04, vNMW+05, vNMKB05, vdSP05].


Java-XML [Lin03a]. java.* [All00a, All00b, All00c, All00d, All00e, All00f]. java.math [Cow01]. java.net [Gag02].
JavaSpaces
[BP01b, BGZ00, Hal01b, NZ01, vdPE02].
JavaSymphony [FJ05a, JF05]. Java(TM)
[LMG01, SMES01, Caa00, MSU08, BD01b,
CF00, CHS+05, Dar01b, AGH05b, BD01c,
Die01, RB01, vD00, BHR02]. JAVAVIS
[OS02]. javax.crypto [Win01]. javax.XL
[vdBDS00]. Javelin [NPRC01]. Javia
[CvE00]. JavaVis [Meh02]. Javaiva [TZ01].
JaViz [KJBH+00]. Javy [GG03]. Java
[BRC03]. JAWIRO [SE04]. JAWS
[An0001]. JAXP [Gri02a, Har03]. Jazzing
[San04b]. JBits [AAA+04]. JBoss
[MD06, RG05]. JBSP [GLC01]. JBBuilder
[An000m, An003c, Lia00a, Lia00c, Lia02].
JCAF [Bar05]. JCcanvas [An001k].
JCASim [FW02]. jcc [SJG03]. JCCM
[CMG+01]. Jcluster [ZY06]. JCOD
[DJP02]. JCombox [Wra01]. Jcrasher
[CS04]. JCS [An004r]. JCS.net [WAF02].
JDBC [An003-37, Bal02, Bal03b, DUK02,
Kie01, ME00a, P+08, Rec00, Spe02].
JDBC-Based [Kie01]. JDeveloper
[KM07, An004-29]. JDI [OS02]. JDO
[An002q]. JDOM [Har03]. JDotter
[BRU04a]. JDS [AH04a]. JDSL
[TGV+01]. Jeannie [HG07b]. Jedd
[LH04]. Jeff [Cha05a, Coo02]. Jeli
[Rob00b]. Jeliot [MMEAS04]. Jelly
[Gö03]. Jenius [vTNC08]. Jeffrey
[Ber05a]. Jerobo
[SD03a]. JERPA [ET02]. Jerry
[An002c]. JESSICA [MWL00]. JET
[MLG+02b]. JetBrains [An003-38]. JetForm
[An0001]. JEWL [Eng04]. jFAST
[WW06]. JFC
[Gol00, Top02a]. JFLAP [LJ08]. JGAP
[CCT01]. JGC [ZS01b]. JGraph
[BH02a]. jGRASP [CH06]. jHISC
[HF03]. Jiazz
[MHF01]. JICCC [Cha00a, Cha00b]. Jim
[An000b]. JINEXT [FJ05b]. JINI
[Edw00, YHL01, Edw01, ER01, Hua03,
J02b, Kung01, Kung02, Nat00, New00,
OW00, Sha00a, WA01, ZP03]. Jini-Based
[Hua03]. Jini/Java [ZP03]. Jini/
Java-based [ZP03]. JISGA [Hua03]. JIT
[OSM+00, Sch03a, TP01, dSC05]. JIVE
[GJ04, Rei03]. J [JMK00]. JKarelRobot
[BS01]. JLab [PT09a, PTML09]. JMatch
[LM02]. Jmeter [PL03]. JMFA
[An002g, Uni02]. JML [CK05, JP01, Jac04a,
MM04, PvdBJ01, vdBJ01]. JMM
[Kle05a]. JMM-Faithful [Kle05a]. JmmSolve
[Sch04d]. JMonitor [KF05]. JMoped
[SE05]. JMS [HMD04, Ano02f, MHZ06,
RO00, Rou02b, Yus04]. JMT
[BCS09]. JMX [JM00]. JNDI
[LS00]. JNI
[GF01, NS01b, SCH05]. JnJVM
[TGCF08]. JNuke [ASB+04]. Job
[An002q]. JOCR
[DL02]. John [Fox01b, Azi06]. JoiN
[HdS+05, YdOLS+05]. Joint
[ACM01d, CF04b, YHL01]. jointly
[SBH+04]. Jolt [Ano03b, SAB08]. JOP
[Sch03c]. JOPI
[AMJ05, AMJ05]. Journeyman
[Bec00a, Bec00b]. Joy
[An05i]. jPHYDIT [JCP+05]. JPolicy
[OWR04]. JR [KMG04, OK04]. Jr.
[JR05]. jRate
[CS02]. JRE
[An003c]. Jrpm
[CO03a, CO03b]. JRT
[ISO08]. JRuby
[EL09]. JSBricks
[BBBD01]. JSE
[BP01a]. JServ
[GW00]. JSetL
[RPP07]. JSF
[JF06]. JSP
[Ano05k, BSD04, BSD08, Bro01,
Bru03, Goo00, Har01a, M+00, Mar01a,
NP03, Per04, Roc01, Spi03a, Tay02, Wei02b].
JSR
[Cow01]. jStar
[DJ08]. JSTL
[Spi03a]. JTL
[CGM06]. JTRON
[Hac01]. JUDO
[CL05]. Juggernaut
[Lut01]. July
[AGG02, HR04b, IEE03a, Si00]. jump
[WG02]. jump-start
[WG02]. Jumpin
[Wol04]. jumps
JMK+08a, JMK+08b, JMK+08c. June
[ACM00b, ACM01a, ACM01b, ACM05, Ano01d, Ano02i, LL08a, SY+05, USE00a].

Juniper [Lut02]. JUnit [Bec04, For04b, Goe01, HLO2a, HT04, Lou05, NP03, PL03, RS05, WACBL03, ZK05, Alb03].

Jurassic [INM05]. Just [Bar01a, Jia04, KMEA04, KNG02, ME00b, SSM04, SOT+00, SY02, Vel01, YLL+07, dSC06, vdL02, For06, GES+09, ITK+03, LY+00, LYM04, LMK08, OOK+06, SYK+01, SY03, SOK+04, SYK+05, Swa01b, Yua04, IKN03, IKY+00b, IKY+00a].

Just-In-Time [KNG02, dSC06, Jia04, KMEA04, ME00b, SSM04, SOT+00, SY02, Vel01, YLL+07, dSC06, vdL02, For06, GES+09, ITK+03, LY+00, LYM04, LMK08, OOK+06, SYK+01, SY03, SOK+04, SYK+05, IKN03, IKY+00b, IKY+00a].

JVM [Ano00a, Ano01b, Ano01f, USE01c, USE01b, USE02, And01, Ano02e, Ano03-39, AFG+00, BNV08, BFN+09, Dd01b, CMB+01, CG01, DBC+00, DA02, FMR05, GD00, HO03, HO07, Lan02, LM04, Moc03a, PG03b, SBB05, SS02, SD01b, SD03b, SS00a, SS03, Sub08, Won03a, ZS01b, ZWL03].

JVM98 [GPW05]. JVML [Ber01c]. JVP1 [DeP03a]. JVMs [San04b, ZK04a, DAK00]. JWave [Ano00i]. JWAVE [Ano01d].

JX [WFGK03]. JXP4BIGI [HNZS03]. JXTA [CY03, OGT02]. Jython [PR02, Bri02, Hig03].

Killed [Way03]. Killer [Bar01a, Dav05, MA05, HUN03a]. kind [MPO08]. kinds [San04a]. Kinetic [SO02, BJ04]. King [Ano01a, Bar00a].

Kirchberg [GAR03, GAR04, GRR05]. Kill [Ano00k, Ano00m, Ano01i, Ano01l, Ano02p, Ano02r, Ano02s, BRC03, SHK+03, Ano04-27, Kill03a, Mor08a, WMM04, vLFGL01, vLFGL+02, vLH05]. KLA [BDFP02]. Klient [HJL00]. Knell [Nil05].

Know [Dar01b, Fit09, Pan04]. Knowledge [Cha05a, Han05a, RVZ04, Zhu04]. KnowledgeKinetics [HL04]. knows [Ano05a]. Kodok [YAW02]. Kolb [Zen02].

Komfort [Ano03-28]. Kommentar [Wol03a, Zuc03]. Kommunikation [Ano05a]. Konfiguration [Ano05a, DHMT00]. Kong [Uni01]. Konrad [Ro00]. KRAKATAO [MMU04]. Krause [Ano00d]. Kris [Ano00b]. kurz [SKS08].

KYZO [Ano00k].

lab [Rad06, Rou02a]. lab-based [Rad06]. label [ML00]. Labor [TCM+00]. Laboratories [SDPM04, VWS+05].

Laboratory [Dor07, FSB03, SASZ03, And02, BMS02, Rio02, Wea04]. Labs [Les03]. Laminar [RPB+09]. LAN [Ano02t]. Lange [Wol03b]. Language [Ano01m, Ano01n, AGH00, AGH05b, Blo01, CFF03, Dar01a, Dar01b, DDDM04, Dni02, FMO3, FMMd03, GDC+04, Gös03, Gos00a, GMM00, HKK+01, ISO08, JP01, JR05, JSS04, KSC+00, Kod04, KWK03, Mck01, MMG01a, OK04, Par00, Sat02, Set03, Ste01, Ste02, Sun01, Vel01, VV04, Wan04, WCD+01, Won04, Ano03b, Ano03x, Bad00, Bel02, BD01a, Bro09, BFMT00, CMC+06, CMS06, CGM06, DM07, FCE02, GJSB00, GJSB05, Hag00b, Ham02, HRM00, Joo07, KdJNNV09, KN06, LCFKL05, LLL03, MF07b, MF09, MGB+09, MSSJ00, Och09e, OJ09, PRB07, Rob04c, Ses08, SCH05, Swe06, TM07, VTD06, VSO6, WAF00, WBO0.
ZKR09, Bee00, Way05, WCD+01, WPN08].
language-based [WAF00].
Language-Specific [Dmi02]. Languages
[AZ01, AZ04, ADDZ05, Fig00, Ki02, Pre00a,
Pre03, Spi05, Wil06, Ano04g, AOMC07,
BCHP08, Bro07, BW01b, BW04, Cro01,
DGDD08, GES+09, GS05a, HZS08, Hun03a,
ISO08, JMK+08a, JMK+08b, JMK+08c,
Mau02, MSK09, OJ09].
Languages [AZ01, AZ04, ADDZ05, Fig00, Kil02, Pre00a,
Pre03, Spi05, Wil06, Ano04g, AOMC07,
BCHP08, Bro07, BW01b, BW04, Cro01,
DGDD08, GES+09, GS05a, HZS08, Hun03a,
ISO08, JMK+08a, JMK+08b, JMK+08c,
Mau02, MSK09, OJ09].
Lano [Dud06].
Lantronix [Ano00i].
Large [GP01, KT01b, Mcg04, MS03, CVW03,
CVP+08, CHL+00, Die00, DG02, NZM03,
Req03, SCBH09, Wol03b, ZYZ06].
Large-Scale [GP01, KT01b, Mcg04, MS03, CVW03,
CVP+08, CHL+00, Die00, DG02, NZM03,
Req03, SCBH09, Wol03b, ZYZ06].
Larkin [Bar03a].
Larne [Cal00a].
laser [PC03].
latching [MRB06].
laterality [ABI+09].
laturality [BLB08].
Latest [Ano02q, Whi03a].
LaTTe [YLL+07].
Lauches [Ano01j, Ano02q, Ano03-39, Ano02d, Ano03g].
launching [PC08].
Lava [Ano00].
Law [GKM03, Wil03c, SPS+02].
Layer [BCS07, JO03, Ano03-36, JK04].
Layman [Cha03].
layout [Ano03-51, KF00].
layouts [Hir07].
Layton [Ano02m].
Lazy [Cod01, CM05, Dek06, FC00].
LCH [Ano04v].
LDA [DZH03].
LDAP [WDD00].
Leaders [Ano01e].
leading [HD03c].
Leads [Ano03-39].
Leak [BM09].
LeakBot [MS03].
Leaks [HL00, MS03, BM08, DS00b, Wan03c].
leak [Mer04].
Learn [Ano02b, Shm01a, Ano05a].
Learned [DHR05].
Learning [CQ05, Cha03, Cha05b, DH04a, FOS+04,
HL03b, IEE03a, KB04a, Kum04, Les03,
Mah02, NKO0, NK02, NK05, PGM+05,
Pow07, SS07, SV02, TC04, WF00, BC07,
BCM05, BBS04, ET02, Emm04, For04a,
Ham07, MSK09, NSS+05, RIO02, VV04,
WF02].
Lecturelets [Cul00].
led [CF04a].
Legacy [BHP+01, LRSW00, TSCI01, BKL01, LRW01, TTO8].
LegacyJ [Ano01k].
LEGO
[Bag02, Bar02b, FL02, JCP07, Wol01b].
Legos [LBD+03].
LEGO™ [LBD+03].
Lear [Ste08b].
Lear-Programm [Ste08b].
Lemmatizer [Gal01].
lengths [Wol03b].
Lenguaje [Ano04-33].
Less [WA04].
Lessons [DHRH05, Mcg04, Kic04].
lets [Ano04f, Wil04b].
Letters [BHP+01, DHR+01, KSC+00, LAB+00,
SLB+02, SPS+02, TEM+01, TCM+00].
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[CBD01]. picture [Eatr03], piece [Ano03h]. Pierre [IEE03a], pilot [CKMP09]. pipe [Rob02]. pipe-fork [Rob02]. Pipeline [MSR03]. Pipelined [DFA03]. Pitfalls [MH02, BG05, San04a]. Pittsburgh [ACM04]. PizzaBox [Ano00k]. Pistine [Hoo05]. PL [KM07]. PL/SQL [KM07]. placement [AWS+09]. plagiarism [Gil09]. Planar [ZG04]. Planet [Ano01j]. Planning [BALV03, EL04]. plant [KNRW03]. plapackJava [Gam00]. Plateau [INM05]. Platform [Ano00n, Ano00o, Ano01g, Ano01i, Ano01l, Ano02o, Ano03-39, Bag02, BDJ+01a, BCDdS02, Bir01, BR01d, CI01, CN03a, CY03, CT00, DF03, DHPW01, DYH05, Dib02, FSS06, Gar00, GPW03, HKS02, HE03, IKKW01, JJ02b, KT00, KAN+03, KJ02, Lai03, LN04, LRO02, MS01, NDS+02, PS001b, PTML09, Sun02, Vrb03, WMC04, WGC09, Ano03-36, Ano05q, Aus00, Cal01, CCT01, CHS+05, DDS02, Eng00, FLW004, Git00, Gir02b, Hali02b, Hap02, ITK+03, KL07, LCZ04, LY03, OBr05, OG05, Pay04, PG03b, PG03a, Pir02, RA07, Ric00, RTVH01, Sha00b, Van04, CEG+03, dcC04]. Platform-Independent [FSS06]. Platforms [HKHK03, Kro00b, LZZ03, Ano04f, HKM+09, MI01, SGW01, SOK+04, WW09, ZSZ+09]. Platinum [Lad01], play [Mor08a]. Player [Li03]. playground [MR00a]. Please [Ano03-53]. Plotting [ZGB03]. Plug [Ano05o, DHR+01, HL00, Jen02b, FS03a, Krag09, Mor08a]. plug-and-play [Mor08a]. Plug-In [Jen02b, DHR+01, Krag09]. Plug-ins [Ano05o, FS03a]. pluggable [ANMM06], plugin [MM04]. PlugSys [Ano00k], plus [Ano04-38]. Pnuts [KSC+00, McCo00]. POC [TCC01, TCC02]. Pocket [CDH07, Fl02b, Bal03b, Bec04, Ber01b, Bur05, CK03a, FFB+00, LL08b, Stu07]. PODS’08 [LL08a]. Point [Dar01b, Fig00, Ols01, SKC09]. Pointer [KSC+00, KKN00, TCM+00]. pointers [PW00]. Points [CC04, LH03b, RMR01, BS09, CRL01, LH08a, LPH01, MRR05, SGB05, SB06b]. Points-to [CC04, LH03b, RMR01, BS09, CRL01, LH08a, LPH01, MRR05, SGB05, SB06b]. Poisoning [Zdr09]. POJOs [Rico06a, SB06a]. PolarLake [Ano02q], policies [BLW09, GSH006, KPER06]. Policy [RWC+03, GB01, JH03]. policy-based [JH03]. Polish [Vir05]. Polyglot [NCM03], polygons [TP08]. Polymorphic [ADDZ05]. Polymorphism [RMR03, RMR04, BCW+05, CAF04, VN00]. Polytonic [Lik04]. Pool [Jol01, Wil00d, Li04]. Pooling [Wil00]. Pooon [Fox01b]. Popkin [Ano01m]. popular [MHZG06]. Port [Han05a]. Port-and-Connector [Han05a]. Portability [JR02, SQG+05]. Portable [BH01, BH04a, BH04b, Bin06, CGR04, Gle02, HWB03, MD00, RS00b, RW04, SMK02, SNNM01, TS04, VB01a, ABI+07, ABI+09, GCRD04, LGM09, MZB00, WWJ07, ZAVT03, Ano03-34]. Portal [Kro00a, Ano04-39, LYL+04]. portals [YAA07]. portals/portlets [YAA07]. Portfolio [Ano02s, Est01]. Porting [Apr05, Caa00, Sh03a, TCM+00]. Portions [CK05]. Portlet [Hep04]. Portlets [Vie03]. position [Dmi04]. Porting [dFR04]. possession [USE01c]. POSIX [BW01b, BW04]. Post [DDDM04, DGC+04]. Post-Java [DDDM04, DGC+04]. poster [Bar01d, Has00a, Soo01]. PostgreSQL [DHMT00, HTY+03]. Potential [HZC+04, Lea00b, BA09]. pour [FTD03]. Power [Ano00h, Bag02, DK02, Gar00, WP03, CMP+07, RRP00, RR01, Sma08, Way05]. Powered [AJB+04]. powerful [CFS09]. PowerPC [Ano01n]. PowerWindows
Practical \cite{Bru03, Cal03, DFL00, Hag00b, LT02, Lut02, Mor03b, Pot04, RS05, Spi03a, Spi03b, SHR+00, TSL+02, Tul08, Wei04, WF00, BS00b, CD01a, CZ01, DJ08, Eff00, Gar01, MD06, RPB+09, Sih03, Spe02, Tha00, Tha06, WF02, Mil08}. Practice \cite{Cl01, GBP+06, LST03, Mah04a, Rap03, SHB+03, Bla03, Gib09, Hor02b, Mls04, MPTN08, UCJ+04, ZABL09}. Practices \cite{ACM01e, CMS03a, RT02, SH06, Eck02, FLMS06, Re03}. Practicing \cite{CI01, GBP+06, LST03, Mah04a, Rap03, SHB+03, Bla03, Gib09, Hor02b, Mls04, MPTN08, UCJ+04, ZABL09}. Practitioners \cite{Hun00}. Pragmatic \cite{Cla04, GAG06, HT04}. pre \cite{CKMP09, Jac04a}. pre-college \cite{CKMP09}. pre-condition \cite{Jac04a}. preassembled \cite{Ano03-31}. Precise \cite{WS01b, FF09}. Precisely \cite{Ses02, Ano03w, Ano03u, Ano03v, Ses05, Bal03c, Ano03b}. Precision \cite{LST03, OKN04}. preconditioning \cite{GEG07}. preconditions \cite{CFS09}. predicate \cite{MFRW09}. predication \cite{JMK+08a, JMK+08b, JMK+08c}. Predictability \cite{LBJ02, LBJ05}. Predictable \cite{Ski04c}. Predicting \cite{Wat02}. Prediction \cite{ABG02, CCF+02, ISF06, JFH00, WK09}. Predictive \cite{SS06}. Preference \cite{Ish01}. Preferences \cite{TCM+00}. prefetching \cite{CM05a}. Prefuse \cite{EV07}. preliminary \cite{Gri03}. Prelude \cite{Soo01}. Premature \cite{Got06}. premium \cite{Ano03z}. Preparation \cite{GH03}. prepare \cite{PB06}. pass \cite{IKN03}. Preprocessing \cite{BO08}. Preprocessor \cite{BO09, DC03a}. Presence \cite{FC01, GCH00, SK00, CRL01, FYD+08, FC00, LGFM05}. Presentation \cite{Run01, SL04, Ano04e, Ano04-30, You02}. presentations \cite{BDFL04, Ano05j}. presenza \cite{Pel03}. preservation \cite{IS05}. Preserving \cite{LST03, SGF+02, CHP+08, LST02}. Press \cite{Ano03b, Ano03w, Bal03c, Cha05a}. Pretenuring \cite{BSH+01, BHM+07}. prevalence \cite{Ano03x}. preventing \cite{PRB07}. Prevention \cite{XZ03}. preview \cite{Ano03-35}. priced \cite{Ano04-29}. Prices \cite{Pra03}. Primed \cite{Ano05i}. Primer \cite{Lut03c, PM01b, GAG06, MR00b}. Primitive \cite{Our02, SW01}. Primitives \cite{TTD03, Ano03i}. Princeton \cite{Ano01h}. Principal \cite{AZ04}. Principle \cite{BH04b, LKL03, Ada06}. Principled \cite{SD08, Bai03, Gr08, Kic04}. Principles \cite{Ju07, LL08a, Ric01, Bai00, BH04, Gra04, Jia00, Lea00a, Ri02}. Printers \cite{Ano03-33}. PrismTech \cite{Ano02q}. Privacy \cite{BD03b, ML00}. Prize \cite{Bar01b}. Pro \cite{Ano00i, JF06, VI05, WGC09}. ProActive \cite{XGL03}. Probabilistic \cite{BM07, SGV04, CHMB04}. Probe \cite{Ano01i}. Prober \cite{Ano02r}. Problem \cite{CP04, MLG02a, SS00a, TC04, CP01, HB09, HL03a, HSB09, LO00b, LP05, Mor00, Mor03a, Sla00, Wei02a}. Problem-Based \cite{TC04}. problem-tracing \cite{HSB09}. Problems \cite{Eth01, FJ01, Lea00b, MC01b, MH02, SVR01, SHHS04, Ut06, CG01, CLZ06, Hub01, Wi05}. procedural \cite{VZE07}. procedure \cite{FC01, HF06}. procedures \cite{Ano03-43}. Proceedings \cite{ACM00b, ACM01b, ACM04, IEE02a, ACM03a, IEE03b, SM07, SBH+04, USE00c, USE00d, USE00e, USE01c, USE01a, USE02, ACM00a, AJ01b, IEE03a, Tra00b, ACM00b, ACM05, ACM06, Ano01f, CNB00, LL08a, SY+05, ACM01d, Jac04b}. Process \cite{BAL03, BGZ00, CL03, CKKH03, DeFP03a, DS00c, JV04, Lea00b, Pau03, RB01, WP04, Wei02, GMM09, Hu00, Joh00b, Kno02, MORW08, Rob02, VVV04, YL03, Doh01a}. Process-Interaction \cite{JV04}. Processes \cite{BHL00, Aki02}. Processing \cite{Bo00, Bru04c, BFs+04, Bur03, BW03c, BG02, EGLZ02, Har03, Kod04, KC03, RLR00, SU03, Sat04, SY+05, SSL02, Bur01b, Eff00, EvG04, Hu03b, KMSB08, MM04, Rol05, Sar03, WN05, dGNv04, vdBDS00}.
Processor [Ano02s, EGLZ02, KFN04, LFH03, Sch03c, Sch04c, SLC03b, Won03a, Ano03-32, KHMW05, RTJ00, SKC09, Whi03a, YMP+05, YCFX09]. Processors [KFLN04, Omo03, BSMV09, DGYM06, EKELO1, OKN04, TSCC02, TSCC04, WB00].

Product [Kro00b, Mac05, See04, Vie03, Ano03-37, Ano04f].

Production [FOS+04, RT02, SB00].

Productivity [Ano01k, Ano02t, Ano02d, LJ07, OBr05].

Products [Ano00h, Ano00i, Ano00j, Ano00k, Ano00m, Ano00n, Ano01g, Ano01h, Ano01i, Ano01k, Ano01j, Ano01l, Ano01m, Ano01n, Ano02m, Ano02n, Ano02o, Ano02p, Ano02q, Ano02r, Ano02s, Ano02t, Ano03-35, Ano03-36, Ano03-37, Ano03-38, Ano03-39, Ano03-40, Ano03-41, Ano03-42, Kro00a, Kro00b, MD00, Ano01h].

Professional [Aye01, Azi06, FFCM00, GS01, JHA+05, M+00, PL03, WMC04, RC04, SB06a, Ahm01, Ano02p, Che02b, Fox01b, Fox01d].

 profiler [GEVZ09b].

Profile [BHM+07, BG04a, DTD04, KNG02, NIK06, RTVH01, Dob01b, KWK05, San04b].

Profile-based [BHM+07, NIK06].

Profiler [SH04a, VL00, Way03].

profiles [LOW09].

Profiling [Ano01g, Ano03-41, Dmi04, Kro00b, PWBK07, SK05a, Bm06, BSMV09, KJHB+00, MCD09, SK08, XAM+09, ZSCC06].

Program [ACM01a, BM03, BAJ01, CCW02, CHHC04, Cle01a, Cle01b, EFN+01, GNYZ05, Han05b, HKK+01, HS02, HZC+04, HJ00, HB08, Jac01c, JW03, JP04, JHR05, KK03b, KKK04, Kro00b, LL01b, LG00b, LM04, MD00, MSG01, MCLC02, MMAS04, NLC03, OS02, Rob01c, RcmdL02, Uni02, Zam03a, Ano02g, Ano03-46, Ano05k, BBS04, Cai02, DDS02, DDO2b, DD03, DD07, DNS05, DS04, EFN+02, GHBG+03a, GHBG+03b, Gti02b, HCM00, HPH03, HZ08, JPS09, LO00a, LL00, LL03, LL01c, LH08b, MBED06, MCLDP01, MGM+06, NE04, PC03, RRP02, RSD01, SLC03a, SMTZ09, SRW+00, SK08, Sni01a, ST09, WN08].

Programm [Ste08b]. Programmable [JBM03, JK04, KAN+03, MD00].

programmed [Emt04].

Programmer [BBL03, HS00a, Mak03, RS05, SO00, Tre02b, Way03, Wil00b, Wil00c, Wil00d, Wil01b, Wil03a, Wil03b, Wil03d, Wil03e, Bai03, Che03, ET05, Hf04b, Jor02, MJ01, MR00b, New00, San04a, Woon01].

programming [HJL00].

Programmers [Bro04, Bru03, Cal03, Spi03a, Spi03b, Wei04, BBS04, BB00b, BS00a, BMS02, CD01a, Dur02, Gol04a, HB09, MFRW07, Mul00, SCL+08, Sio03, Soo09, Spe02, MSU08].

Programming [ABV00, Ano00d, Ano00k, Ano01l, Ano02h, Ano03-40, AT01, AGH00, AGH05b, Atk00, BIB05, BBC07, Bag02, Bal03a, BKT03, Bal02, Bar03a, Bar05, Bar09b, Bee00, BO05, BM01, Blo01, Bul00, BKO00, Cal04, CF03, CFL03b, Cav02b, Cav04, CG02, CR05, CWY01, CT00, CMR05, Con01, DHO4a, DT02, Dar01b, DL02, Dib02, Dmi02, Dwe00a, Esp06, Fab02, FL02, Fig00, Flo00, FM04, GD00, G003, Gil00c, GLC01, Hai09, Han02, HR00, HKK+01, HD01, He03a, HMRM03, HB01, ISO08, JT04, Kal01, KGM04, Kic03, Kin00, Kun04, KWK3, LB+03, LB00, Lia00a, Lia00b, Lia01, LAB+00, MZ04, MDS04, Mos00, NR00, N+00, OK04, OL01, Par04a, PSDF01, P+98, Pre00a, Qui03, RWW07, RTVH01, RVZ04, Ros02b, SU03, SC02a, San02a, SJS03, Sav01, Sch00b].

Programming [Sco03, Ses00, Ses08, SS07, Set03, SPF03, Sl00, SSS05, SO05, Ste01, Ste00, Sub08, Swa01a, Tam00, Top00, WB00, Wei01, XYC05, YHGL01, Zao00b, vNMKB05, ADT03, ACZ05, AF02, Ano01a, Ano03h, Ano03-51, Ano04c, Ano04g, Ano04-38, Ano05j, Ano05q, AW00, Aj01a, Aj01b, ABI+07, ABG+08, ABI+09, BC07, Bai00, Bak00, Bar01d, BAF03, Bee04b, BZ05].
provide [Kic04, GHG] Provider [LDM04]. Providers [KP01]. provides [Way03]. Providing [FJ05, KdJJNV09, PH00a, PSM01a, PSM03, HCB04a].

Proving [GN01b, Moo03a]. ProWorks [Ano00j]. Proxies [Bar03c, PSH04, RE01, Eng06, Ren02]. Proxy [BCH02, Eth01, NW02b, Ros00]. ProxySource [Ano01k]. Pruning [GN01b, Moo03a].

ProWorks [Ano00j]. Public [Cow01, Gal02]. Publications [Bee00]. Publish [Hou00, LPSY04, RG00, Rou02b, Tho03]. Publish-Propagate [LPSY04].

Publish/Subscribe [Rou02b]. Publishing [Ano00k, Pew00, Sha04]. Pure [GW02, Goo00, Lit00, Ano03a, CW03b, VDP03]. Purity [SR05]. Purpose [WP00b].

Q [Ano00h, Ano03-31]. Q&A [Br02, Cal00b, Coh02, Cox01a, EKM00, Fox00e, Gol01, Goo00, Hag02, HL00, Jac01a, Jen00a, Jen00b, Jen02b, Jou01, Kie01, Kie02, La01, Mack01, Mos00, PHS00, Ras02, Rei00a, Sea02, Sm01b, Str01, Tra00a, Vil00, Win01, Wra01, Yua02, dD01a]. Q-Link [Ano03-31]. QA [Coh04]. QL [ISO08]. QoS [PSM01a, PSM01b, Zea00a]. QoS-aware [Zea00a].

qualifier [GF07]. Qualitative [RJGH06]. Quantification [WG01]. Quantifying [FFB]. Quantitative [Lut02, RJGH06].

Quantum [Pap05, SPS02, HS01]. quasi [SBMG00]. quasi-static [SBMG00].

Queens [Rol08b]. queries [SPB09, TGO00, WGSD07]. Query [WPN08, AYWM08, PFS05, WIC08, dMSAV08, vdBD00]. Querying [ACD04, Ano02k]. Quest [Ano03-36].

Questioning [MLG02a]. Questions [Lea00b, SLB02, SPS02, Bur02, HSB09]. queues [SLS09]. queuing [KPPR06].

Quick [Vor01, Ano00b, FFC02, Fl05b, Fl05b, OW00, RP06, Top02b]. quickly [PPJ03]. Quicksilver [SBMG00].

QuickTime [Ada05]. quietly [Ano03o]. quirky [MLM08]. Quiz [GM02]. Quiz/Exam [GM02]. QVM [AVY08].
DW07, Zhu04]. ready-made [DW07]. Real
[APA04, Ano01h, Ano02m, Ano03s, Ano03-53, BCR03a, BR01a, BN03, BG04a, BD01c, BD01b, Bro03a, Bro03b, BW03a, BW03b, Bro04, Bro05, BW01b, BW03c, BW04, CW03a, Cav02a, CKC+02, CS02, CS03, CC03, DC03b, Dib02, FBR+03, FCHE02, GKM03, GKMZ04, GKW04, Gle02, Gos00a, Har00a, HIBP04, Hig04, HWB04, HCB04b, JKJ05, KM08, KNY03, KM02, KKO3a, KBO+03, Kro00b, LD03, MB03, McL01b, MLJH04, NK03, PV03a, PSM01a, PSM01b, PUF+04, Pot04, San02a, San03, She03, SLC03b, SH06, Sun01, TGB+04, TSL+04, UMa02, Wan04, WP03, Wel03, Won05, ABC+07, ABI+07, ABI+09, Bol00, BSR03, BHR02, BH02c, CY01b, DV01, HT06, Ivo03a, Jen01, JPSN09, KPH+09, WKK05, PSM03, PHV07, San04a, SAB+06, Wan02, WLW+03, Wel04, ZABL09, Ano03s, Dob01a, KSK04b, PL03, She03].

Real-Time
[APA04, Ano01h, Ano02m, Ano03s, Ano03-53, BD01b, BW01b, BW04, CC03, FCE02, JKJ05, KM08, KPB+03, PSM01a, San02a, San03, She03, ABC+07, ABI+07, ABI+09, Bol00, BSR03, BHR02, BH02c, DV01, HT06, Ivo03a, Jen01, KPH+09, WKK05, PSM03, PHV07, San04a, SAB+06, Wan02, WLW+03, Wel04, ZABL09, Ano03s, Dob01a, KSK04b, She03].

Real-World
[McL01b]. realism [Sig04]. realities [BCM04]. Reality
[RJP04, HL02b, Ano04]. Realization
[Che03c, DHO05, LZZ03, LW03, SY04, XZ03, CW03b]. Realizations [RWH01]. really
[Fit09]. RealNetworks [Ano03-38]. reals
[Boe05]. Realtime
[Ano04l, Bac07, Ano02f]. Reasoning
[ACN02, BDHdS01, HP04, GSWZ08, Jac04a], rebiassing [RD06]. Recipes
[RS05, FG05]. recoded [Ano03-46]. Recognition
[MD00, KKM+06]. Recompilation
[KNG02]. reconcil [Tan07]. Reconfigurable
[MI00a, LC05]. Reconfiguration
[RAC+02]. Reconsidered
[OKK04]. Reconstruction
[SGV04, dCG+02]. Record
[Ano03-40, BHP+01, Ch01, GCRD04, HPH03]. Record-Performing
[Ano03-40]. Record/Replay
[Ch01, GCRD04]. recording
[BW04]. Records
[HTY+03]. Recovery
[DHMT00, KdJNNV09]. Recurrence
[CM05a]. recursion [VIPCUF08]. Recursive
[FR00, XC01]. Red
[An00d, Bar00a, Ano03y, Way03]. Redesigning
[MS04]. reduce
[BALP01, BALP06, Cor00, LLD08]. Reduced
[XX05, VED07]. Reduced-Instruction-Set-Computer
[XX05]. Reducing
[LYK+00, CSK+02]. Reduction
[VK+02, VOO08, TABP07]. redundant
[Tro04a, Tro04b]. redux
[Dor07]. Reentrant
[An00d, Bar00a, Ano03y, Way03]. Real
[An00d, Bar00a, Ano03y, Way03]. Reference
[An01i, An02p, An03-38, CC03, Fla02b, Good02a, Lut03c, SO00, WGW04, Woo05, Bal03b, Ber01b, CK03a, DS00b, Dur02, FCC02, Fla02a, Fla05b, Gk07, Hap02, I04b, JMP09, L000, LP01b, LP06, MJ01, MD05, OW00, PS01, RP06, Sch01, Stud07, Top02b, TE05, Woo01, YTY00, An00b]. reference-counting
[LP06]. reference-counting-based
[JMP09]. Reference-Set
[WX04, Woo05]. References
[Ams00, SR06, HT06].
Refinement [SB06b, WHKS01, KPPÉR06]. Refinement-based [SB06b]. Reflecting [RE01]. Reflection [BK01b, Chi00, DFT03, Fei04, FF05, PL01b, Par00, TT01, WS01c, HS08, Mor02].

Reflections [Ben00b, Ben00c, CV01, Ben00a]. Reflective [BK01b, Chi00, DFT03, Fei04, FF05, PL01b, Par00, TT01, WS01c, HS08, Mor02].

Reflective [Dwe00b, OSM +00, TBSN01, CV03, FDR04, VN00]. Reflex [TBSN01]. refreshing [Ano04a]. Refrigerant [TC03].

Region [QH03, BSBR03, SYN03, SYN06, SD04]. Region-based [QH03, BSBR03, SYN03, SYN06]. Regions [DC03b]. Register [KMEA04, YLL +07, LCHY03]. registers [JK00, SCEG08].

Registers [Tre02a]. Regressor [HJL +01, CO06]. Regrowing [OJ09]. Regular [Hab04, Stu07, AOMC07, Kah06a, Mor02, SM04b]. Reguläre [SKS08].

regulatory [SD04]. Rehashable [LBJ02]. Reification [BL03, VB01a, CV08]. Rekeying [PR03]. relance [Ano03-48].

Related [CL03b, ME00a, BBS04, RD06]. relational [LH04]. Relations [DJ00, LH08b, DJ02]. Relationship [CMS06, DL02]. Relationships [GCEO05, CHUB08]. Relaxed [Dic01, MRC03]. Relaxed-Locks [Dic01].

Release [Ano05i, Bar01b, Ano03-30, Ano05n]. Released [Ano00n, Bar01a, Bar01c].


Reliable [BL02a, IEE03b, SBA01, An002f, NRS +07, Oes01]. Relief [Bar01a]. Relocation [ZX05]. remain [Ano05e]. remains [Ano03f]. ReMLab [FSBP03].

remodularization [CD08]. Remote [An001n, An003-43, AV05, CE01, CCSA02, FSBP03, IEE03a, KK03a, LH03a, NMMS01, Rob00b, SDPM04, SAFG03, Tdd03, WXW +05, ZYC03, An002k, GCARPC +01, IH01, LY03, MR00a, PM01a, Rob03, WSVX03]. remotely [KL07]. removal [Ru00, SAB08]. Removing [PL01b, Tro04a, Tro04b]. renaming [CDF05, SEdM08]. rendering [WW09].

Renesas [Whi03a]. reorganizing [Ano05m]. repair [EKVM07, vdSPP05]. Replace [Reg02a]. replacement [GSH006, NAR08]. replacing [Utt06]. Replay [OOK +06, SBB05, GEB08]. replicated [IH01]. Replication [KMSL03, LPSY04].

Report [An001b, An002b, Cha00a, DV01, LS04b, Nat00, RBC +05, Fre07, KPN02, LHS04b, RBC +06, SMS +04]. Reporting [An002n, BNK +07]. reports [GCF +01].

Repositioning [TYS04]. repository [Fal00a, Fal00b, SFM +07]. Representation [BJvdB02, RCdB02, WGW04, Woo05, ADR09, MGM +06]. representations [Sam04]. represented [PB06].

Representing [Han05a, RM07b]. Request [BFS +04]. Requirements [GSC +00, KSK04a, KK05, LSK +02, LFH03]. requiring [An002f]. ReRAGs [NIEH04].

Research [An000a, An001b, An01g, An001f, An002b, An002q, AJ01b, Che03a, CW03b, DLD03, Fei04, GH01, Gar00, HL04, HD03b, KLL03, SSL02, TCC01, USE01c, USE01b, USE02, ZL05, Kim02, XP04].

Researchers [Coc02, Pau01, Pau03, Ham02].

Reservation [EGLZ02, KKO02, LS03, OKK04]. Resolution [RAC +04, SHR +00]. resonance [VP05, dGNv04]. Resource [An002r, An002u, BHL00, BH05b, Goo02a, HBD04, Jac01a, JCKS04, RP03b, Sur01, TS01, VB01a, BNV08, BVH01, CHS +05, RA07, VVG +05, ZK04a].

resource-constrained [BN08, RA07, ZK04a]. Resources [KS01b,
Rob04b, Ano00f, Ano04g, New01, PSZ+07. respectability [Van04]. restore [Van04]. Restricted [RcdBL02, AGB+08]. Restructuring [YK03]. result [SPBE09]. Results [HL04]. ResultSet [Ano03-43]. Resurrecting [Rob07b]. Rethinking [Ree01]. Retrieval [Gal01]. return [Ano04u, Siv02]. reusability [Sma07]. reusable [DSCU01]. Reuse [BS04, R01, AK09, Fle01, Gi09, YLW08]. Rev [Ano05o]. Revelation [Dmi04]. Reverse [BLL06, Coo02, K04, Kes04, SMK01]. Review [Ano00b, Ano00c, Ano01a, Ano03b, Ano04e, Ano08, Azi06, Bal03c, Bar03a, BAL03, Bro02a, Cal00a, Cha05a, Cha03, Cow01, DHRH05, Dud06, Fox01d, Gil00c, Hec07, Hol06, Kuc06, Laz07, Mar05, Mas01, Mil08, Mor03b, Omm01, Pap05, Pap00, See04, dL05, Ano02h, Che02b, Feu02, Sur04a, Z02]. Reviewer [Ano03-42]. Reviews [Ano00d, Ano03-42, GS00a]. Revised [GAR04, GRR05, Lut03c, AJ01a, G03]. Revises [Ano01a]. Revisited [vON02a, vON02b, MDJ05]. Revisiting [SMZ07]. Revocation [WJH06]. Rewriting [RW03b, WS01c]. RIA [Pre03]. Rhody [Fox01b]. RIA [Ano00j, WGC09]. ribosomal [JCP+05]. Rich [CCB09, Yua04, HG08, JF06, Weaver07]. Rick [Fox01b]. Ridge [Ano02i]. RidgeRun [Ano011]. rifarensu [SM04b]. right [K01a]. Rights [KPK02]. Rigorous [Fig00, LAB+00, GBE07, GEB08]. RIM [Ano02m]. Ring [W01]. RISC [Whi03a]. Risks [BR06a, Cha03, Mer04]. RM1U [Ano00j]. RM1U-Ax [Ano00]. RM2U [Ano00g]. RM2U-Axi-C [Ano00]. RMI [AY05, AY07, AG03a, AG05, CW04b, CCK+04, CCK+08, ET01, ET07, GSC+00, Gro02b, Gro02c, JKH+04, KDH+06, MVV+01, Mar02, PHN00, SJ01, SR06, WS01a, WCCL05, YK03]. RMI-Based [SR06]. RNA [JCP+05]. road [LDB+03]. Robert [Kuc06]. Roberto [Mas01]. robocode [Liu08]. Robot [Ano04-34, CCA02, Bec01a, CW03b, XM06]. robots [EL04, Eng00, GCF+97, IJCP07, LDB+03, Wol01b]. Robust [CM01, GR07, Ste05, WC00a, BFN+09, Got06]. Robustness [FRMW04, FMRW05, CS04]. Role [LAB+00, CT1W03]. Roles [SE04, CFL05b, CFL05a, ST04]. Rollover [Le00b]. ROM [Hal01a]. Rose [Ano03-42]. roster [Sur04a]. Round [Dra00]. Roundup [Vie03]. Router [Ano01i, HMM04]. Routines [ISO08, P03, WP04, LS04a]. Routing [Lut02, HMM04]. RPC [Al03, Cer02]. RPM [Men00]. RSA [Ano02a]. RT [Ano00h, Ano03-44, Dob01a]. RT-Java [Dob01a]. RTEL [Ano00]. RTL [WHW01]. RTS [Wil06]. RTSJ [Ano03-39, TSL+04, Wel03]. RTSJ-Compliant [Ano03-39]. Ruby [SKS08, Stu07]. Ruined [Ano00]. Rule [CMR05, Esp06, Hig04, KS04]. Rule-Based [KS04, CMR05, Esp06]. RuleML [Ebe02]. rules [Ano03-27, Dun02, Fle00]. Run [Ano03-45, CA04, GNYZ05, KKL+04, KVK+04, LH05, RW03b, VBB03, CC01, Gad03]. Run-Time [CA04, GNYZ05, KVK+04, RW03b, KKL+04, LH05, VBB03, CC01]. Running [BH02a, HHK03, Ca02, NAR08]. runs [Ano03-32]. Runtime [ATBC+03, Ais03, ABH+00, BH05b, C04, CEG+03, CD03, FSS06, HR04b, KF05, LLLC08, MPP+00, Shi03a, TP01, TOG+05, VBB01, AVY08, AK09, BH05a, BWL09, Bod04, CFL05b, CFL05a, CR07, EQT07, ACM03a, LLD08, MKKC08, RVJ+01, Ren02, W08d, XAM+09, CDH07]. Runtimes [Han05b, WK09]. rush [McL06a]. RV01 [HR04b].
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Safe
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Safety
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SAMRAI
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Sams
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Sandia
[Bar00a].
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SAP
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Sapphire
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SAS
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Satisfaction
[SS07].
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SAX
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SAX2
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Says
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SC2000
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SC2001
[ACM01c].
SC2002
[IEE02a].
SC2003
[ACM03b].
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Scalability
[AF+00, Bul00, BG03, Coh04].
Scalable
[CM01, Det01, KLL03, MJ06, PTP07, SD01a, SLS09, Tor01, WCO00a, Bar02a, Cal00a, DAK00, GW01, IV07, LCLC08, NQM06].
Scale
[GP01, KTT01b, McG04, CHP+08, CHL+00, KMSB08, NZM03, SCBH09, VB05, WMRT+05, ZY006].
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Scans
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Scheduler
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schedulers
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Schema
[Ebe02, LUT03a].
Schemas
[LUT03a].
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[FS03b, LPSY04, Ano03-45, IV06, SS02].
Schemes
[CFL03b].
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School
[Bar03a, BGP00].
Schwerpunkt
[BL04].
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[Bar01a, Bar01b, Coc02, DFL00, Fox03a, HMRM03, Lut03c, Rob04b, SAV01, SG00, SM07, Thi02, AWS+09, BR02, BS01, CFGL05, CKMP09, CF04b, DW07, Fro07, Gol04b, Hel07a, KMR02, Rad06, Ras00, Rio02, Rob04c, RVZ04, SSC00, Ano02q].
sciences
[PB06, Ran03, WOO02].
Scientific
[Art00, BJK07, BSPF01, Gk03, GSC+00, GAR03, KTO1b, LBQ00, Lut03c, NZ01, PTML09, PH02, SrR01, VP05, BBBD01, BB00b, BS03, Esq04, FCHE02, LP05, PT09a, SML06, SHHS04, vRKS01, vRKS03, GAR04, GRR05].
Scientists
[Cha00c, BB00a, Lai01, WGA09, Wea07].
scriptaculous
[Ang06].
Scripting
[An001m, Gös03, Kai06b, KS04, Mcc00g, PTML09, Pre03, Rem01, Sp05, Tra00a, BFN+09, DM07, Han01, PT09a, Ric00, Wea07].
Scripts
[BL03].
Scrutinized
[GM03].
SDE
[An002p, Way05].
SDK
[An000h, CG01, Ano01g, Jon02].
SDL
[KPKL03].
SE
[Sun02].
Sealed
[ZFA00].
Seamless
[HR00].
Seam
[Fox01b].
Search
[AGH05a, BWW+03, Cal00b, Lut03a, Pau03, SPBE09, BV05, Fit07, Fry03, NM02, Rob04c, WF04].
Searches
[Pau01].
searching
[Lee03].
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[An000b, An000c].
sec
[SMK02].
Second
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secret
[Gal02].
Secrets
[Sim04b, TEM+01].
section
[KGH+05].
Secure
[Ang01, BL02a, Cha03, CLM+07, DDF+03, Feu02, LS03, MR00a, Mar02, Mos05a, PR03, SSM03, WVE+00, WBL01, vD00, Ano00g, ABF03, BAF03, BDLM04, CLM+09, II04a,
PNKN04. securities [Ano02w]. Security [Ais03, Ano001, Ano01m, Ano01n, Ano02r, Ano05k, BD02, BR06a, BML01, CV01, CHV01, FVK01, GN01a, HOP04, HBD04, JSSM04, KSC+00, KNN+01, Kro00b, LKL+03, Liu03, LRO02, Mos05b, PNKN04, RC01, Rot02, SPS+02, USE00d, VMMF00, WFGK03, Wae00, WBL01, Yan03, AJ01a, AJ01b, BLV09, CV03, GS01, HS05, IK04, JPC00, Oak01, WAF00, YCIS07, Ano02s, Feu02]. Security-Aware [CHV01].}

sediment [VB05]. seeks [Ano05m]. seems [DA04]. Seetoft [Bal03c]. Segmentation [HKL09]. Seiki [SM04b]. Seismic [SGV04]. Select [Joh00a]. Selected [HR04b, GRR05]. Selecting [Joh03, BB05, GRR05]. selection [HJL+01, LOW09, SY09, SMTZ09].

Selective [CCF+02, DGYM06]. Self [Ano03a, BH04b, DDF+03, FOS+04, SI09, Ano04a, Emu04, Woo04]. Self-accounting [BH04b]. Self-Adaptive [FOS+04]. Self-certified [DDF+03]. Self-Contained [Ano03a]. self-describing [Woo04].

self-efficacy [Emu04]. sell [Ano03n]. Semantic [KS04, TMF05, SS07].

semanticist [SNO+07]. Semantics [BDJ+01a, EJD01, HEJ09, JP00, JRO5, MP01a, TSDN02, Zam03b, Ber00b, BFGS05, JP03, MF07b, MF09, MBS+08, Moo06, Six04, ZK09].

Semantics-aware [HEJ09]. semester [LM06]. semesters [OJJ00]. Semi [Fel03, AC01].

Semi-automatic [Fel03, AC01].

Semicontinuous [Ano02b]. Seminar [DK02, Hal01a, KR00]. sense [Way03]. Sensing [IEE03a, SAFG03, WXW+05].

Sensitive [CC04, LH08a, SB06b]. sensitivity [MRR05]. sensor [TBM09, WSVX03]. Separate [ALZ02].

Separating [GB01]. Separation [PB08]. September [AJ01a, SM07, SBH+04].

September19 [AJ01b]. September19-21 [AJ01b]. Sequence [Bar01b, BLL06, NMH+02, OS02, AWE04, CWS04].

Sequences [GH03, JCP+05]. Sequential [CO03b, Gam03]. serial [ZK09, Ano03-37].

Serialization [BP01d, HJR+03, WT03, WT05. BHK+04, BP03b, CFK00, PHN00].

serialized [Woo04]. Series [Az006, BMS02]. serve [OBr05]. Server [Ang00a, Ang00b, Ano001, Ano002, Ano003, Ano01h, Ano01k, Ano02h, Ano03-38, Ano05i, Bar01c, Ben00b, Bul00, CB0+01, DUK02, Eth01, Goo00, GW00, HECR00, JCKS04, Kan02, LR04, Ler01d, Liu04, N00, Nyb02, Omm01, PV01, R00b, Sah01, Wut00, AHN02, Ano02a, BDF+00, BJ05, Cal00a, Cal01, CG02, DBC+00, DAK00, FMRW05, GW01, HJL00, Hef07, IH01, K01a, LHFL07, LLS+08, Tre03, XSaJ08b, Ano02h, Ano03-38, Bur07, SPBE09]. Server-Based [N00, Ano02h]. Server-Side [Ano02h].

Servers [Ano02m, Ano03-40, GKM01, Joh03, Mar02, She01b, TEM+01, Ano05j, BBYG+05, JDI+06, HZG06, Tre04a, Tre04b, Van03a]. Service [AGH05a, ABM+03, Bar05, CW04b, HMD04, Hoh03, Hua03, KP01, LKL+03, LDM04, RAC+04, SAWW01, TA04, W+04, WXW+05, Ano04-27, CG02, CMS03b, FT00, Hap02, LCZ04, MHC01, MF03, PSM03, RA07, Swa07, ASS03, Ano02f, JR0, LS03, RMHC09].

Service-Oriented [Hua03, Swa07]. Serviceability [RB01].

Services [Ano00i, Ano011, AM02, BC02, Br005c, Cer02, DJLT01, FFRMW04, H005, Jen00a, JSSM04, Kan02, KR03, Lai03, LAT04, LHS04a, MTS03, SSS02, SC05, Wal03a, Wal03b, Ano03x, Ano03-30, Ano04n, Ano04-39, CJ02, JKH+04, MR09, PPJ03, SGW01, Sig04, Top03, Tro04a, Tro04b, Lut03b]. Servlet [Hin02, HC01b, Per04].

Servlets [Ben00b, Ben00c, Bro01, Cox01b, Di04, EF02, GHH01, Hal00, Hal01a, Hal02a, Kie02, Rei00a, R00b, BS04, BS08, Cal01,
Har01a, Jor02, Wut00, DUK02. SeSF [ES05a]. SeSFJava [ES05b]. Session [BH02c, GM05b, Rei00a, Bar01d, DV01, Hag00a, KR00, PT09b, Soo01, Dob01a]. Session-ID [GM05b]. Sessions [GM05b]. Sestoft [Ano03b, Ano03w]. Set [Ano00o, HD01, WGW04, Woo05, XX05, Ano04z, Eng00, Moo03b, Sco02, Yua04, vRKS03]. set-tops [Ano04z]. SETI [Bar01b]. Setting [Bet04, BHP01]. Setup [Ano03-39]. Seven [Pre00a, SLB02]. Seventh [LL08a]. Sfixem [AWE04, CWS04]. Sfixem-graphical [AWE04, CWS04]. SGDL [Ano01n]. SGI [Ano02r, Ano03-37, Ano03-39, Ano03-40]. Shackled [Sta04a]. Shan [Bar03a]. Shape [LAB+00, BFN+06, Cor00]. shapes [IEE03a]. Shared [BMR02, BHP+01, CH08, Fox00d, GPS03, HS00b, SCLV04, TEM+01, Che03c, ESS04, HW00, PV03b, WK08d]. Shared-Memory [SCLV04]. Shares [Ano05i]. Sharing [BHL00, CHS01, K001b, PCC01, QM09b, TS01, LLdA08, EGSS00]. sharp [Hun03a]. Shell [VWS+05]. shift [GEVZ09a]. Shimba [SKM01]. Ships [Ano01h, Ano01i, Ano01j, Ano01l, Ano01m, Ano02s, Ano03-41]. Shirts [Bar00a]. Shop [Ano00h, Bec00a, Bec00b]. Shopping [LL01a, SL06]. Short [CWH01, LS04b, CY01b, LHS04b, ZCR+06]. Shortage [KSC+00]. Should [Dar01b, Lai01, Lyk02]. showdown [SCEG08]. sich [Wol03b]. Sicherheitskritische [Ano05i]. Side [Ano02h, Bu10, vON02a, SR05, vON02b, Ano04u, Cal00a, Cal01, KL07, Ler01d, SC01b, Tre03, Wea07]. side-by-side [SC01b]. SIGACT [LL08a]. SIGART [LL08a]. SIGCSE [Bru04b, Bru05a, RRP02, Reg02b]. SIGCSE-members [Bru04b, Bru05a]. sight [CAF04]. SIGMETRICS [ACM00b, ACM01d]. SIGMOD [CNB00, LL08a]. SIGMOD-SIGACT-SIGART [LL08a]. Sign [JSSM04, Ano02, KKN06]. Sign-On [JSSM04]. Signal [Ano02s, KC03, She03, BH05c, Sar03]. Signalling [BK08, KPKL03]. Signature [SA02]. Signs [Bar00a]. SIGNPLAN [ACM01a]. SIGSOFT [ACM01a]. Silas [Ano02n]. Silent [Wol03b]. Silicon [Ano02p, Ano03-47, Ano03-41]. Silk [Kil02, Kil03b]. SIMA [RLR00]. Similarity [BK01b, FL04]. Simple [CHV01, Cog04, K001m, Lan04, PR04, vNMKB05, KW01a, L007, LRD09, Sc07, WKB02, Gun01]. SimpleDB [Sc07]. simpler [Ano05q]. Simplest [Sch03a]. Simplicity [BG00, Lee03, Rob04c]. simplified [Uni03]. simplifies [Ano04x]. Simplify [Sm01b, Ano04j, DNS05]. Simplifying [Gun01]. Simulated [GK03]. Simulating [FGL04, Ly002, Roj00, TB00a]. Simulation [Ano01m, Ano03-46, Ano04-34, AH04b, AA+04, CCW02, CWZ04, CCA02, GKMZ04, JL02, Kil02, Kil03b, LMV02, Lu02, Mc04, NDS+02, PP02c, RJFG03, VDPC01, WP04, WWMG06, YL01, AYWM08, FW02, FCW01, Gar01, L0+00, N030, O05, PF05, PW00, PSS01, VDPC03, W005, Lut03c, SO02]. Simulations [Es04, FCHE02, HS01, Ib002, KM08, PCC00, SH04, WMRT+05, Pap05]. Simulator [HKKH03, KW02, NC04, VHL01, CMP+07, Rob02, Rob04a, Rob07a, SM01a, VS06, WW06]. SimulRad [PF05]. SimulRad-singles [An03-37]. Single-System-Image [MWL00]. Single-Threaded [J04]. SIP [GH01]. Sites [L003b, Ano03f, Atk00, MMN09, SM03b]. situations [WN08]. Size [AR03b, KK04a]. Sized [J02b]. sizes [IEE03a]. Skeletons [ABG02, AG03b]. Sketching [Hit03, ABL07]. skills
source-level [ST09]. source-to-source [BG04b]. southern [INM05]. SP&E [CY01b]. Space [BFG02, BCR03a, Bar00a, BKY+03, CD03, Hit03, Nis02a, Nis02b, SKS01a, SKS03, And01, FWL03, FWR+05, dCG+02, MSS00]. Space- [BFG02]. Space-Efficient [SKS01a]. Spaces [BD03b, Bow07]. Spam [MSF03]. Spar [vRK01, vRK03]. SPARK [LH03b]. Sparse [LUH+05, dCG+02]. spatial [Ran03, Woo02]. Speak [AM02]. Speaking [Van04]. Spec [Ano02q, Bar01a, GPW05]. Special [Bak00, Dek00, EL01, Fox00a, Fox00b, Fox00c, Fox01a, Fox05, HR04b, KCF01, Wut00]. specialisation [Ren02]. Specialization [PP02b, GES+09, SLC03a]. Specializing [PP02a]. Specific [Dmi02, TT01, VKB01, ZS01b, Ano05f, CO06, HZS08, ZS01a]. Specification [Ano03s, Ano04l, AW03, Bar01b, BCDs02, BS04, BL03, BDJ+01b, BW03a, BW03b, Bro05, BFM+02b, BW03c, CH02, FMMd03, Har00a, Hep04, JV04, KF05, KM04b, MP01b, vdPE02, Rot05, Sm01, WP03, vdBJP01, Ano03-37, Bol00, BS00b, BS09, BHR02, BH02c, Cog03, Dob01a, GJSB00, GJSB05, Jen01, LYO2, LG00b, PvdBJ01, QGC05, SH04b, SRD00]. Specification-Based [BL03, KM04b]. Specifications [ACMN05, HD03a, TRVH03, HRD08b, Kes04, Sha00b, WA01, Yua04]. Specifying [BJvdB02, CY02, Sta04b]. specimen [Rol05b]. SPECyvm98 [LJN+00]. Spectral [Bus02a, Bus02b, Sar03, SYA05]. speculation [NRS+07]. Speculative [LCHY03]. Specview [Bus02a, Bus02b]. Speech [Ano02j, Bar01c, Cha05a, Zhu04]. Speech-Enabling [Ano02t]. SpeechStudio [Ano02s]. Speed [Ano03p, Gut00, Kie01, VKB01, Ano04b]. speeding [MRB06]. SpeedStep [Ano00m]. Speedup [CCF+02]. Spezifikation [Hep04]. Spiderweb [Ano00j]. spike [Ano04a]. spikes [Ano04z]. SPIN [Lut03c]. Spineless [CLH01]. splitting [NIK06]. SPMD [AGS01, Sta00]. spoken [OHL+05]. spot [LMK08, TB09]. Spotless [MS00b, SMES01]. Spread [WXW+05]. Spring [GT05, JHA+05, TGL05, WB05, WB08]. Springer [Azi06]. Spyglass [Kro00b]. SQL [ISO08, Ano05k, ME00a, Th03, Yun02]. SQL/JRT [ISO08]. SQLAlchemy [Gar09]. SQLite [Ano04-38]. SQLJ [ME00a, Pri01]. Squint [Mur07]. SRAM [Wen03a]. SRec [VIPUF08]. SSA [MGM+06]. SSJ [LM02]. SSL [ZF04]. SSP [WBF+06]. St [Tra00b]. Stability [SBA01, Rob04c]. Stack [Ano04m, CGS+03, Ran02, Ano05m, Cha06, TCC02, TSC04, SCEL08]. Stack-Based [Ran02]. Stacks [Wen03a, LC05]. Stage [Gar00]. Staged [CML09]. stages [PFJ05]. Stalker [Ano00i]. Stand [Ano03-53]. Standard [BH05b, FSS06, Pla00, Qia00, BDL04, Gar09, Kon03, Su04, Fig00, NIS00, Pla00]. Standardization [Eg01]. Standards [Ano04c, Bro00, Lea00b, BA07b]. Star [Lut03a, Ano04a, Lut03a]. Starbase [Ano00n, Ano03-41]. STARC [EKV07]. StarCore [Ano01i]. Stardown [Ano01a]. StartJIT [ATBC+03]. StarNet [Ano00]. start [Ano03x, WG02]. started [Ell06]. starter [WM04]. Starving [Rob01a]. Stat [Nar05]. State [ADR09, GS00, Re00a, Sur01, WTV03, ABL08, Cor00, DDDG08, Grl03]. State-dependent [ADR09]. Statements [Zam03b]. Static [Ano01g, CHS01, CH02, Cha06, KMS04, Ns04, NE04, PCC01, PL05, RKG04, SR06, TM08, WGD07, Wo05, XJC09, BVC09, CD08, DH08, DMP09, EKV07, FLL+02, GFP08, H003, HO07, HS08, Lan04, NAV06, NA07, P00c, SMBG00, AFF06, FLLQ08, Wol03b]. static-dynamic (CD08). Statically [VMF00, WSM06, Ren02]. statically-generated [Ren02]. Station
stationary [UL08]. Stations [EGLZ02]. Statische
[WoI03a, Zas03, WoI03b]. Statistical [HKL09, Zus03, Aki02, NH+04].
Statistically [GBE07], StatSoft [Ano01n]. Status [RBC+05], STDOC02 [ASS03].
STDOC09 [CL03b]. Stealth [Ano03-41]. Steam [TC03]. Steeb [Pap05]. Steering [Lut01]. Steganography [Hun05].
Steve [Mor03b]. Still [SAFG03]. Stirring [Nis02a, Wil00d]. STM
[BKO09, MBS+08, SMAT+07]. Stochastic [LMV02, PP02c]. Stopping [HM01b].
Storage [ACM04, Ano02n, BH03, Hei03a, Luh+05, HX05]. Store [Bar01c]. stored
[An003-43, HF06]. Stores [WH01]. Storing [ST06]. STTP01 [CYY03]. Strictly
[BHP+01]. strategic [WCK+07]. Strategies [ACMO1e, Egy01, Goo02b, OGA+01, BW+03, FLMS06, MLM+08]. stratigraphic [HPH03]. strayed [Rol08a].
Stream [All00b, WDSD02, SPGV07, ZP03]. StreamFlex [SPGV07]. Streaming
[KKK04]. Streamlines [An003-41].
Streams [An000k, CS06]. strengths [An004]. Stress [ABV00, LAB+00, ZD02].
Stress-testing [ZD02]. Strictly [BS09]. Strings [All00f, Cox01a, BV05, KO008].
Strong [CWHB03, SMSAT08, ZFK04]. stronger [An003-47]. strongly
[BKO09, vMV05]. Structural [Chi00, GCEO05, LBR00, GM08, LFM09, VDMW06]. structure
[CZ02, EYS07, HCM000, HCB04a, SB07]. Structured
[DT02, WHKS01, ADT03, PV03b, SSGS01].
Structures [An002s, BO09, GT97, GT04, GT06, KC01, Mas01, TGV+01, WP00a, ZD02, And02, Bai03, Bud01, Col01, CHJB07, Dro01b, Fek02, GEVZ09a, GT01, GS04, Hub01, LO00a, Mai03, NM02, PHBM05, Pre00b, Sah00, WB01, Wei02a, ZKR08, vRS05]. Struts
[FG05, Cav02b, CK03a, Cav04, For04b, HD03c, Sig05, Spi03b]. STS [An001i].
STSInJ [CWZ04]. Student
[HTY+03, SS07, Djo08, ER09, Fle00, PJ05, TETPQ08, TZ01, WKB02].
student-constructed [Fle00]. student-written [TETPQ08, TZ01].
Students
[HMRM03, LAB+00, Ros02b, AT01, BP02, Fek08, Fle01, JCP07, PB06, Ric02].
Studied [GKMZ04]. Studies [NW03].
Study [An004-34, BCMT03, BS04, BL03, CR02a, CK05, HS00a, Hui02, KJ02, KMSL03, KX04, LAT04, MORW04, NMH+02, RcdBL02, Sat02, SYN02, BBS04, BS06b, BA09, BS01, CCK+08, CHL+00, CMS07, Die00, DAK00, ER09, GEVZ09a, HJvdB01, IKY+00a, KPPR06, MT07, OKN01, RHR02, Rcc01, SS02, SCBH09, SMTZ09, VZGE07, VP05, vRS05].
Studying
[CKK+04, GHBG+03a, GHBG+03b, Hig04]. stuff [For06]. Stufen [Ste08b]. Stupidity
[Lut03a]. Style [VV05, VAB+00, KS07, Lan00, LHLFL07, Ras03]. Styrene [BD03a].
Sub [SPR+03]. Sub- [SPR+03]. Subject
[An004]. Subroutines
[KW03, Wil02, Cog04]. Subscribe
[Hou00, RG00]. Subscriber [CM02].
Subscription [An005m]. Subset
[KPKL03, Req03, TP02]. subsets
[An003h, RK02]. Substance [Lea00b].
Subsumption [BO05]. Subtleties [Lai08]. Subtype [PV03a, Duc08, KR01a].
subtyping [IV06]. succeed [Mer04].
Succeeding [CZ01]. success [RVZ04].
Successful [HB09, Kun02, Lut03c]. such
[An005f]. SugarCubes [BS00c]. Suitable
[BBDT02, VOG03, WOL03b]. Suite
[An001g, An001m, An002n, An002t, An005k, DHPW01, Kuc06, SBO01,
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uncertainties [LL04d]. Uncertainty
[BN003]. undefined [BNK+07].
under-represented [PB06]. undercut
[An005m]. Undergraduate
[BLPV04, YL03, Chr00, GCF+01, PHM+01].
Undergraduates [BBHL01, TB09].
Understand [DePo03a]. Understanding
[BFN+06, BZ07, BALV03, BA01, Budo00,
Mar00, ME00a, NLC03, ST00, Wal02b,
XNH02, HSD04, LJo08]. UnForm [An005k].

Unicode [Uni01]. Unified [AW03, BALV03,
HKS02, YHL04, ABG+08, Hum00].
Uniform [Bac01, Eug06, FGLS04, Bac03].
unifying [ABL00]. Unigraphics [Eng00].
Union [TCC+00]. Unique [An001g].
Unit [An002n, Lin03b, Lou05, NS03, NP02, PJ09,
HT04]. Uniting [CK05]. Universal
[CLCC02, VN03, Vau03b, HMM04].
universally [Yua04]. universe [Ber06].
University [Chat05a, Tra00b]. UNIX
[An001j, SML06]. UNIX-Based [An001j].
Unleash [Bag02]. Unleashed [DL00, Fle03].
unlimited [Mar01a]. unloading [ZK04a].
unlocking [XSA08a]. unmanned [HHM04].
Unobtrusive [Ski07]. unresolved [An005e].
unsafe [Win02]. Unstructured
[VDPC01, MCLDP01, VDPC03].
unsuccessful [HB09]. Untangling [Ric06b].
Unveils [An001g, An002m, An002t, Ki103a].
up-front [An003q]. Update
[An000n, PM01b, TEM+01, TCM+00,
An004y, BH02c, GJ09, VDPC03]. updated
[An002i]. Updates
[An000n, An001g, An001h, An001k, An011,
An01m, An001n, An002m, An002o,
An03-36, SHM09]. Upgrade
[MD00, TT08]. upgraded [An003-31].
Upgrades [An0011, An002m, An002n,
An002o, An002p, An002q, An002s,
An03-39, An03-40, An03-41, An03-36,
An03-37, An05c]. upgrading [AV05].
upland [VB05]. Uploaded [BL02a]. upon
[TOG+05]. ups [GMM09]. Upstarts
[An003n, Coc02]. US-based [An003a].
USA [ACM00b, ACM00c, ACM01a, ACM05,
An001f, An002i, AG02, Gho01, IEE02a,
NIS00, USE00c, USE00b, USE00a, USE01c,
USE01a, USE02]. usage [BBA08]. USB
[An003-38]. Use
[Bar01d, CN03b, CK05, DKTE04, DFL00,
Hac01, HKHK03, ISO05, Jeno2b, KWK03,
Nat00, Rob04b, Sch03b, Wan04, Way05,
Win01, vD04, An005b, BKL01, GCF+01,
Lex02, MJ00, OPS+02, Zus03]. Used
[CCW02]. Useful [Pet03, An003i, Yua04].
User [An000]. Bar00c. Gut00. MCLDP01,
MCLC02. Rei00a. Ros00. An003l. DSCU01,
Kon03]. Users
[SBH+04, TS01, An004w, YAA07]. Using
[AG03a, AG03b, ACL03, An03-50,
An03-51, An008, ABH+00, AM02, BD03a,
BP01b, BL02a, BBHL01, Dd01b, Boo00,
BB03, BL02b, BGH+07, Cas02, CH02, CQ05,
CKV+02, CN03a, CL03b, CK05, CGRR04,
CF04b, Cor00, CLZ06, Dar01b, DeP03a,
DTD04, Dmi04, DH04b, EH04, ES05a, ES05b,
Fel04, FS03a, FS03b, GH03, GHH01, Gso00, GSW00, Hag00a, HD01, Hei03b, HJF06, HTY+03, HM02, Hum03b, ISO08, IKKW01, JMS02, JBMP03, JKKL04, KM04a, KM04b, KMSL03, KK04b, KY03a, KJJY04, KW01b, KX04, LH03a, Les03, LH03b, LNJ+00, Lia00c, LS03, LAT04, Liu03a, LZZ03, Liu08, LHS04b, LS04b, Lut03a, MVM07, McG04, MKF06, NLFA02, NW03, NIEH04, OS02, PKF03, NLFA02, NW03, NIEH04, OS02, PKF03, PL01b, Par00, PV04, PH03, PHBM05, PR03, PCC00, vdPE02, PQVR+01, Pra08, PS03, Rao00a, Rao00b, Rao00c, Rao00d, Rao00e.

Using [Rao00f, Rao01a, Rao01b, RE01, RT02, Rob03, RJFG03, RcdBL02, RW03b, SGV04, ST04, SB00, SSS02, SP03, SSL02, Swa07, TSL+04, TP01, TJ00, Vor01, Wan02, WVE+00, WS01c, Whi03b, WN05, WSP02, WHKS01, YWZ03, YHL01, Yus04, Ano03k, Ano03-31, Ano03-43, Ano05q, AW00, Atk00, BKH02, Bar02a, BB01, BH04c, BI07, BJ04, BGED04, CWWS03, Car06, CO06, CHL07, CGS+03, Die01, DSCU01, DUK02, DW07, DJ01, ET07, EF00, Eng04, ER09, Gag02, Gar09, GEG07, Har00d, HP00, Hef07, Hib04, JFH00, Jia00, JJO2a, JCP07, JKK05, Jno07, KMR02, KCF01, Kim02, KTV+04, Knu01a, Kon04, KM04c, Lad01, LP05, Lan05a, LAHC06, LDB+03, LHC06, LCH08a, LCH08, LHL07, LS08c, MA02, Mba03, Mdr01, MR00a, MAJC03, Ms04, MF03, ML00, Nik03, NH02, Och00b].

Using [OJ00a, Oes01, PWC00, RH07, Ril02, Ril03, Rob00b, Rod01, RVZ04, RMR01, SBAD01, SCB09, SY04, SMS00, ST00, Soj03b, TA04, Uni03, Utt06, VP05, W04, Wat02, Wac03, Wil05, Wu05, W00, XM06, Yah01, YL03, YAA07, ZNNH02, ZFK04, ZAVT03].

Utah [ACM01a]. Utility [Ano04-37, FR+03, Fal00a, Fal00b, PSZ+07]. Utilization [KW02, SSA03]. Utilizing [DL02, KKN00]. utopia [Lan05a, Ano02p]. Utopia-LVDS [Ano02p]. v [Saf02, ZP03]. v.5.7 [Ano00i]. v.1.3 [Ano00j]. v.1.4.0 [Sun02]. V15 [Eng00]. v4.0 [Ano00k]. v5.0 [Ano00l]. V8 [Ano03-41]. Vacuum [Ano02r]. validating [TZ01]. Validation [Ano02t, Pre03, NSS+05, SSB01]. validator [NP07]. Value [Ano02r, BNK+07, WCK+07, ZJ03]. value-added [ZJ03]. valued [Yah01]. Vancouver [LL08a]. Vanward [Ano05p]. variable [Lan04, Oi05, Oi08]. Variables [HS00b, vON02a, Whi03b, vON02b]. Variant [IV06, IV07, CCKP06, Win02]. variation [ET05]. variety [GKM01]. variogram [Fau02]. VB [GS05a, Sur04b]. VCluster [ZLG08]. VCOM [Ano00j]. vector [HJvdB01]. bed [HJL00]. VEE [ACM05]. vehicle [HHM04]. vehicles [HHM04]. Velocity [For04b]. Vendor [Ano03-44]. Verifiable [HOP04, MGM+06]. Verification [ÂMdBrR02, Ano01h]. BD04, BCD02, BFG03, Bee01c, CMR05, DRV02, FC01, GPF05, HR04b, HJ00, Hui02, Jac01c, JKW03, JP04, Kle05b, KK05, Ler01f, Ler01e, Ler03, LM04, Mos05b, Nip03, PV04, RM04, Ros03, Rot05, SS00a, Str02, ZW08, vdBJP01, Aki02, Ano02v, ABF03, BDLM04, BDL+08, Bod04, CR07, Coh09, Coh04, D08, FYD+08, FC00, GPF08, HJvdB01, KPH+09, Ler02, NE04, Qia00, SSB01, TM08, Wil02, ZKR08, BHS07]. Verified [KW03, Kle05b, Nip01, Ste04, OOM+07]. Verifier [BBDT02, Ber01c, Cas02, FM03, SS03, BCR03]. Verifiers [Nip01]. verifier [BBDT02]. Verify [ACL03, CK05]. Verifying [BBA08, BJvdB02, GPS03, RWH01, Yah01, LSW07]. Verlag [Pap05]. Versatile [GCEO05, Yua04]. Version [Ano00i, Oes01, Ano02p, Fre04, Goo03b, HL04, SG00, Ano00k, Ano02l, SM01d]. Versioning [MFSL02]. versions [SM01d]. Versus [Ead01, Ano04l, Hor00a, Hor00b, Ras03, SCG08, VED06]. Very [Pet03, SSB03]. Via [JPJ05, CLM+07, DJ00,
Pew00, Ste08b, SFM

Video [MFRW07]. View [PHM+01, SSGS01], viewed [Fle01]. Viewer [Ano00n, CE01, RCdB02]. viewers [CH06, CHJB07]. ViewML [Ano00j]. Viewpoints [SLB+02]. Views [Bar00a, Bar01a, Bar01b, Bar01c, Cov02, BH04c]. Viosoft [Ano01m]. Virkus [Kuc06].

Virtual [DMKN02, ACM05, Ano00a, Ano01b, Ano01f, Ano02b, BDJD02, BHDS09, BD01a, BP01d, BP03b, Caa00, CW03a, CF00, CT03, Che03a, CIlH01, CF02, Cra06, DHPW01, DEK+03, DCA04, DLS+01, FFB+00, FK03, FP03, G+01, GGG03, GM00, HM01a, HWB03, HB08, Ivc03a, JR02, JDJ+06, JJo02b, JJo07, LM00, LM01, MSR09, Men03, MLG+02b, MP01c, vON02a, Oi05, Oi06, PRB07, Ran02, RB01, SMK02, SD01a, SH04a, SMES01, SS03, SSCP08, Shi03a, SM01c, Siv04, SS01, SHB+03, SBA01, SM02b, Sur01, USE01c, USE01b, USE02, VI00, Vog03, WWMG06, ZS01a, vD00, vLSM01, vON02b, AAB+00, AAB+05, AFT01a, ABC+07, ANH00, Cc00, CH08, DGYM06, Die01, DBC+00, EG03, EKV02, GEVZ09b, GCARPC+01, GP03, GBCW00, HLL02b, JK00, KN06, LYK+00, MS01, MSh00, Oi08, PV08, RR02, Re03, SHR+00].

virtual [TGCF08, VED07, WK08a, WK08b, WK08c, YME05, YTV00, Caa00, VED06]. Virtualization [Ano03-42]. virtualized [PSZ+07]. Virus [Ano00k]. VisAD [HRE+02, HRE+05]. visibility [CHUB08], visible [Mur07]. VisiBroker [NVR00, P+98]. VisiComp [Ano02a]. vision [WMI00], visitors [Car06].

VistaSource [Ano00j]. Visual [Ano00i, Ano01k, Ano03-51, Ano04-38, Ano05q, Bel02, Lia00b, MD00, PSW07, Pil04, RCdB02, Ano04q, Fei07, Mur00, Pas04, RM07a, SRW+00, Ano01h, Ano01l, Ano01n, Ano02r, Ano04f, Gill00a, Goo03b, HM02, OBr05].

VisualAge [Ano02a, Ano02w, SM01d]. Visualisation [GCEO05, Ib02]. Visualisierung [Ano04c].

Visualizar [Ano01g, Ano01n, Ano02r, ACR01, BL04, Bus02a, Cal02, CE01, DHO4b, EvG02, HRE+02, HRE+05, HJF06, IKKM03, MB03, Meh02, OS02, ZCS04, ZK04b, Ano04c, Bus02b, CWWS03, EVS07, FMA02, GV05, GP05, GJ04, HIB+04, NOK06, NHY+04, NR05, Sal04, SM06, SK08, SD04].

visualizations [HM000, HCB04a, BK04b]. Visualize [MH00a, PFJ05, SM06]. Visualizing [DS00b, Fry08, DJM+02, Rei03, Ano01c, CMS05, FL04, TIZ01]. Vital [Bar00a, Kro00b]. VLATE [KME04].

VLW [KME04]. VLSI [PGM+05]. VM [Ano01b, Ano03-38, Cav02a, IN09, LYK+00, Lia03b, SM09, TAP07]. VM-centric [SM09]. Vmgen [EGK02]. VMware [Ano03-38, Ano03-42]. Voice [Lut03b]. VoiceGenie [Ano02r, Ano03-36].

VoiceXML [Ano02r, Ano03-36]. VoIP [Mra02a]. Volume [Bul00, Gea00, HC00, HC02, HC03].

Volumes [SGV04]. volumetric [Woo03].

Voronoi [IKKM03]. Vorteil [Lex02].

VOTable [KKK04]. Voting [CK05].

Voyage [Coc02]. VR [MD00]. VRML [AL04b, Ano04-34, CN03a, Die01, LK03, MJ00, SY04]. VRML-JAVA [Ano04-34]. vs [ahn02, Bri05, GJ09, Lam03, PG03b, SKP+02, VZG07]. VSIP [ASS+05].

VTK [SM06]. Vulnerabilities [VMM00].

Vulnerability [RDW+07]. Vulnerability-driven [RDW+07].

Vvedenie [YHL04]. WAP [YHL04]. WAP-Enabled [YHL04]. WAPPEN
[Kag09]. **Warehousing** [Lut03a]. **Wari** [Sco03]. **Warp** [BNO03]. **Warps** [Wil01b]. **Was** [Vel01, PPJ03, San04a], **waste** [Lex02]. **water** [PFJ05]. **Waterloo** [Ano01m]. **watermarking** [MCHN05]. **WAV** [Li03]. **Wave** [HKHK03, Leh00, Lut03b, Mar05, SO02, Uni01, Gar09, GP05, HJJ00, HF06, TPF+09, XP04, ABM+03, AL04b, Ano00n, Ano01g, Ano01h, Ano01l, Ano01n, Ano02q, Ano02s, Ano02t, Ano03f, Ano03x, Ano03-50, Ano04n, Ano04-27, Ano04-39, Ano05o, AM02, AOMC07, Atk00, Bar02a, Ben06c, Ber05b, BD04, BDFL04, BGadH06, BJ04, Bru05c, Cer02, CJ02, CCW02, CW03b, CL03b, Cox01b, DLL03, DV07, DK02, Eng00, Est01, Est02, FK00, For04b, Fox03a, FRMW04, Gab07, GAG06, GV05, GW00, Gou06, HECR00, HHKS03, HB01, Ham07, Har00d, HL04, HP02, Hig03, Hou00, HD03c, II04b, JHF00, JSSM04, JHJX04, JKH+04, Kag09, Kan02, KL07, KMSB08, KR03, KS04, Kro00a, Kum04, Kun02, KX04, Lai03, Lan05a, LL01a, Lee03, LKL+03]. **Web** [LJ07, LAT04, LHS04a, Lot02, Lut03a, Lut03b, MNN09, MTSM03, Mur00, NS01a, NM02, PPJ03, Pas04, Pew00, Pip03, PWC00, Roc01, RB04, RKK03, RS00b, SL06, SO02, SSS02, SM03b, SW06, Tam00, Tha00, Tha06, Tho03, TAV03, Top03, Tre03, WBS01, Wal03b, Wan04, Way05, Wea00, WL04, YDWL04, YHL01, Zen02, Cui00]. **Web-Based** [HJF06, GP05, AL04b, Ano01g, Ano01n, Ben06c, CBD01, DK02, Kum04, Kun02, LL01a, RKK03, YHL01, BD04, BJ04, CW03b, Est01, GV05, GW00, Ham07, JHF00, Kag09]. **Web-centric** [DV07]. **Web-enabled** [RB04]. **Web-scale** [KMSB08]. **Web-Service** [ABM+03, Ano04-27]. **Web/Java** [HL04, JHJX04, YDLW04]. **Web3D** [CN03a]. **WebEQ** [Kum02]. **WebGIS** [HD03b, RYD+03]. **WebLogic** [MC04, Nyb02]. **webMethods** [Ano02l]. **Webserver** [Ano03e]. **Websim99** [FCW01, PSS01, SM01a]. **Website** [AF02, Tay02]. **WebSphere** [Bro02b, W+04, Yus04]. **WebWork** [WACBL03]. **WebWorks** [For04b]. **weekend** [SC01a]. **weight** [HB08]. **WEKA** [MR06]. **well** [Ano04-29]. **well-priced** [Ano04-29]. **Wendy** [Ano08]. **Westbridge** [Ano02s]. **where** [Ano05n]. **whether** [Mer04]. **Which** [JPJ05, Ano02l, Ano03n, Ano04g]. **While** [Ano05c]. **white** [Ano00o]. **Whiteboard** [WVE+00]. **whitebox** [GKL08]. **Whiteoak** [GM08]. **whole** [BK05b]. **Wicked** [Eub05]. **Wide** [Lot02, NS01a, PW00]. **Wilcox** [Fox01b]. **wildcards** [CV08]. **WildPackets** [Ano02m]. **Wiley** [Ano04e]. **Will** [Ano03-53, Ano04k, Ano04-27, Re00b, Re00c]. **Willi** [Pap05]. **Willi-Hans** [Pap05]. **William** [Ano00b]. **Win32** [Ano00]. **Bec01b]. **WinDK** [Ano00m]. **window** [Rem01]. **Windows** [Ano02q, Ano03-27, SM06, Ano00n, Ano01g, Ano01i, Ano01n, Ano02n, Ano04-32, J03, Kro00a, Kro00b, LHFL07, Lin01, Tim03, Way03]. **Winners** [Bar01a]. **Wins** [Bar00a]. **Wire** [ Lia03b]. **Wired** [DHR+01, JKKL04]. **Wireless** [Ano01h, Ano01i, Ano01n, Ano02m, Ano02o, Ano02t, Bar03a, Cha05a, CCC+04, CD03, Eng00, HAL02c, JKKL04, Knu01b, Kuc06, Lea00b, LCZ04, Mah02, Mah04b, Pir02, Tre02b, Tui04, Yan03, CCK+08, GW08, KM04c, RTVH01, Vir05, Whi03a, Zhu04, Ano01i]. **Wirth** [BGP00]. **wishes** [HG07b]. **Withdraws** [Lea00b]. **Within** [BP05, WP04, GK04, KM02, Rie00]. **Without** [HM01b, KKO02, Ano02e, Ano02f,
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